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Today there is considerable interest in elderly 
populations worldwide for demographic projections show 
that this population is steadily increasing in both 
developed and less developed countries (Goldstein and 
Beall, 1932). Siegel (1981) states that the areas with 
the highest growth rate (including Latin America) will 
experience the greatest relative increases in the number 
of persons sixty-five and older. 
Since the demographic projections show an increase 
in the elderly population for Costa Rica (see Table I, 
Appendix),-*- assessment of the needs and roles of its 
elderly within its communities has to be made. Often 
the elderly are thought of as "dependent" (Fry, 1981) 
persons who require increased use of the community's 
resources and services. One of the major concerns of 
the elderly is the status of their health and what 
kind of health care is available to them. Communities 
must determine the elderly's health needs and what 
services must be developed and delivered to them. 
Communities must also consider how draining long-term 
care facilities and interventions for the chronically ill 
can be on their resources. 
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Government agencies that provide funds to com¬ 
munities for such programs are not always sensitive 
to the problems and special requirements of the aged. 
In order to deliver better health services to the 
elderly, government agencies should increase their 
knowledge of these elderly. It is for this reason 
and others stated above that health care among the 
elderly should be studied. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to explore health 
care practices of rural elderly blacks in Puente and 
. / 
West Brittany of Limon Province, Costa Rica, and to 
use the data to examine whether the disengagement 
theory developed in the American society can be 
applied in a different culture to this area of behavior. 
A further goal is to apply my findings toward building 
more effective health practices among elderly popula¬ 
tions . This study is part of a larger investigation 
of health utilization and beliefs among people in the 
Limon region of Costa Rica, which is described more 
fully below. 
Generally, a population is "a subdivision of a 
species that exists at a moment in time as a repro¬ 
ductive unit" (Johnston and Shelby, 1978: 82). 
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Populations are not only "interbreeding organisms who 
persist through an indefinite number of generations but 
also either are living or are capable of living in 
isolation from similar aggregates of the same species" 
(Rappaport, 1982). In this study, the elderly black 
population is a subgroup of the larger Costa Rican 
population. Here, black elderly are defined as those 
persons sixty and above with racial origins in Africa. 
This was determined through observation, information 
from key informants and through data collected from 
the larger investigation. 
When conducting anthropological investigations 
(especially ethnographies), the concept of community is 
important. Redfield in 1955 was one of the first anthro¬ 
pologists to investigate what he called the "little 
community," defined as follows: 
distinctiveness (the group itself must 
be conscious of the fact that it is a 
group; outsiders must also recognize 
that the group is a group) 
size (the group must be small enough to 
allow members to interact with each other 
on an ongoing basis) 
homogeneity (members of the group must 
share a set of institutions, attitudes, 
values, etc.) 
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self-sufficiency (the group must not 
be dependent on another group, for 
such dependence would affect the dis¬ 
tinctive character of its own institutions) 
(Redfield, 1955 in Crane and Angrosino, 
1974: 79) 
Community is the unit of organization that transmits 
socialization and enculturation, which are the means 
by which children and newcomers are taught their statuses 
and roles as members of a sociocultural system (Crane 
and Angrosino, 1974: 79). Using community as a unit of 
analysis narrows the broader unit of population down 
to a level the researcher can effectively study. 
Health care describes the means by which the elderly 
receive treatment for physical and mental impairment. 
Treatment consists of a variety of activities such as 
physical examination, diagnosis, counseling, and the pre¬ 
scribing of medications to effect cure or relieve symptoms 
of illness or perceived illness. Treatment can also be 
prescribed through self-diagnosis and the use of certain 
plants and home remedies. Health services describe the 
organizations established to provide people with what¬ 
ever is necessary for them to obtain care. 
Culture is a key concept in the discussion and analysis 
of health. Still important to the anthropologists' idea 
of culture is the definition by E. B. Tylor in 1871, that 
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culture is a "complex whole which includes knowledge, 
belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capa¬ 
bilities and habits acquired by man as a member of 
society" (Tylor, 1871 in Cole, 1982: 62) . Culture 
can be defined by descriptions of behavior and by the 
knowledge and concepts that people use to structure 
their behavior. It is also shared, learned patterns 
of and for behavior (Cole, 1982: 62). Culture permeates 
every aspect of living and consequently influences the 
way people seek health care and services, what type of 
treatment people use and the types of illnesses they 
suffer from (Logan and Hunt, 1978: xiii) . 
Before entering the field it was thought that in 
order to assess the elderly's health care practices, 
three problems needed to be addressed: (a) the role of 
the aged in family health care, (b) how the elderly view 
health and disease, and (c) the role of trusted practi¬ 
tioners of medicine (healers) regardless of age who have 
community respect and support. It was proposed that: 
(a) The socially useful elderly would 
possess more knowledge of health 
care needs than the general popula¬ 
tion and would be the major facili¬ 
tators of family health care and that 
(b) The Hot-Cold Etiological System and 
Murdock's categorization of illness 
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theories might help explain how the 
elderly approached their needs for 
health services.2 
However, after two weeks in the field, it was necessary 
to make several conceptual modifications in the proposal. 
It was apparent that: 
(a) The elderly use both traditional and 
Western methods of health care to 
treat their illnesses and that 
(b) The elderly are the major facilita¬ 
tors of health care among family 
members. 
In this study the facilitator is the person who assists 
family members in obtaining health care and service. 
According to Adams (1972) there are two major assump¬ 
tions that need to be made when defining the role of old 
people in a community as follows: 
(1) There is a group of people in the 
village who are thought of as "old" 
and who are behaviorally distinguish¬ 
ed from other groups of people on the 
basis of their advanced age and, 
(2) It is possible to separate, at least 
analytically, the personality and 
particular circumstances of individuals 
from the roles they play. 
These assumptions were thought to be important in predict¬ 
ing who in the community are considered old and the roles 
they are expected to play. It was apparent after spending 
time in the field that the communities did not have rigidly 
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defined roles for its elderly members. Although the 
elderly are long-standing community members, they tend¬ 
ed not to have formal roles in the communities studied. 
Formal roles are those roles assigned for the elderly 
through cultural transmission which follows certain 
rules and courses of action and activity. Informally, 
the elderly serve as transmitters of information to 
persons who turn to them for advice on health and other 
matters and as sources of assistance for certain individuals 
within the communities. In order to perform these "roles" 
or functions adequately, good health is necessary. Health 
then becomes both a key personal resource for an individual 
and a social concern. Competent individuals are needed 
for the performance of social roles in societal organi¬ 
zations (Shanas and Maddox, 1976). 
Further methodological modification was made in the 
interview schedule. Several questions which proved to be 
biased towards North American culture were deleted. Other 
questions were added to make the schedule more appropriate 
and applicable to Limonense culture. These modifications 
were made after administration of a General Health 
Questionnaire to the general population. This General 
Health Questionnaire (hereafter referred to as the "Macro" 
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questionnaire) attempced to gain information on health 
beliefs and practices of people in Puente and Caribé, 
Limon Province, Costa Rica. Specific information on 
the black elderly was the special contribution made by 
this research to the larger project. 
In interpreting the data a certain personal bias 
was present because the researcher is neither of Costa Rican 
nor of Caribbean descent. Yet a common factor linking the 
researcher with the respondents is membership in a minority 
group that has a similar history in many areas of the New 
World. It must be recognized that the blacks in Costa 
Rica came there, with few exceptions, from either a 
Spanish colonial background or as laborers imported by 
"foreign" concerns (Olien, 1969). It must also be noted 
that only a small number of blacks experienced colonial¬ 
ism directly in Costa Rica (Olien, 1977). Jones (1982) 
states that little theory in anthropology has been formu¬ 
lated from the point of view of tribal, peasant, or minority 
peoples. A minority group is a portion of the larger 
population often different from this majority group in 
cultural, ethnic or racial aspects. With the exception 
of research done by Bozzoli, a native Costan Rican, 
in the Talamanca Region among the Bri Bri Indians, very 
little research has been done in the Limon Region, none by 
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native Costa Ricans. It should be recognized that the 
researcher is a member of a minority population and this 
affects data analysis and interpretation. 
Historical Background 
Costa Rica has a population of just over two million 
people and is the second smallest country in size in main¬ 
land America (Biesanz and Biesanz, 1982: 1). More than 
half the Costa Ricans live in the Central Valley, especial¬ 
ly concentrated in the Meseta Central (Central Plateau), 
where the climate is moderate year round (Biesanz and 
Biesanz, 1982: 3-4). The capital of Costa Rica, San 
Jose, is located here on the Meseta Central and is quite 
a modern city. 
Costa Rica is predominantly Spanish ethnically and 
is known for being culturally and biologically homogeneous. 
Many "Ticos" as they call themselves take pride in their 
"whiteness" (Biesanz and Biesanz, 1982: 64). However, 
there are also Native American indigenous people as well 
as people of Chinese descent, and many blacks, largely 
of West Indian descent in various parts of Costa Rica. 
Blacks number roughly thirty-five thousand, that is two 
percent of the population, and constitute one-third of 
the population in Limon province (Biesanz and Biesanz, 1982:66)„ 
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Historical Sketch 
The colonial period in Costa Rica lasted from the 
early sixteenth century to the early nineteenth century. 
It was a plantation society, located in the Matina Valley 
in the eastern lowlands, the center for cacao production 
(Olien, 1977). The eastern lowlands are hot, tropical, 
and at that time were heavily infested with malaria¬ 
carrying mosquitoes. These plantations were worked by 
a small group of African slaves (about two hundred 
altogether in the country) and a slightly larger group 
of mulattoes (Olien, 1977), while white absentee land¬ 
lords lived in the cooler highlands. As in other parts 
of the New World, the indigenous populations were either 
killed off or did not work well on the plantations. Hence 
the necessity of importing African laborers to Costa Rica. 
From the time of Costa Rica's independence to the 
1860's, the eastern lowlands were generally abandoned, 
due in part to problems of dealing with raiders from 
English and Miskito troops, and to the high cost of 
transporting cacao to foreign markets and climate (Olien, 
1977). Interest in the eastern lowlands was renewed in 
the early 1860's by the desire of the Costa Rican govern¬ 
ment to open a new port on the Atlantic coast to facilitate 
exportation of their major export crop, coffee (Olien, 
1977). This only other port, at that time, was on the 
Pacific side, Puntarenas. 
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To connect the proposed port with the highlands a 
railroad was constructed by Minor C. Keith (Olien, 1977) . 
He also developed Puerto Limc^n. In December, 1872, migra¬ 
tion began to Limdm from the West Indies, especially Jamaica. 
According to Bryce-Laporte (1962), Keith borrowed the idea 
of commercial cultivation of bananas from Jamaica/and having 
experienced Jamaicans working on the new plantations be¬ 
came an asset to Keith and his enterprise. The variety 
of commercial banana he introduced to the eastern low¬ 
lands was the Gros Michel, and this venture helped finance 
construction of the railroad (Olien, 1977), In 1899, 
Keith merged his company with Boston Fruit Company to 
form the United Fruit Company. Many West Indians stayed 
on after the railroad was completed to work the planta¬ 
tions and, at the turn of the century, many other blacks 
migrated to the United Fruit Company plantations (Olien, 
1977) . By 1927 the number of blacks in Costa Rica was 
19,136; of whom 18,003 were located in the Limon Province.^ 
The period from 1899 to 1942 was a profitable one for 
the blacks. Restricted from moving into the highlands, 
blacks lived within the self-contained social system of 
the United Fruit Company, and many held important positions 
within this plantation system, independent of Costa Rican 
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institutions (Olien, 1977). Top management positions 
were held by whites from the United States, middle and 
lower positions by West Indians and the very lowest 
positions by white peons from the highlands. Blacks 
held the advantage over these whites because they could 
speak some form of English which the highland whites 
could not (Olien, 1977). 
The United Fruit Company provided company housing, 
health services and commissaries where supplies were 
purchased. The company railroad provided the main, and 
in most cases, the only means of transportation for 
lowland inhabitants (Olien, 1977). A train even carried 
the funeral party to the burial site outside Limon. The 
North American managers encouraged the West Indians to 
be culturally independent from the Spanish by supporting 
black membership in Protestant churches and religious 
cults, and by paying slightly higher rates to the English 
speakers over the Spanish speakers for the same jobs 
(Olien, 1977). The company also built and supported 
the private "English" schools where West Indians sent 
their children for education (Olien, 1977). Bryce-Laporte 
found a few of these English schools still in operation 
in 1962, not however, as heavily attended as in the Fruit 
Company days (1962: 4). All of these factors helped 
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West Indians establish and maintain their culture and 
lifestyle. They also believed the British and the 
Americans were superior to the Spanish and thought of 
the British and Americans as "whites." Today, older 
people reminisce about the United Fruit Company days and 
how much better off they were when the "whites" ran 
everything. The old people say things got done then, 
unlike today, where the Spanish always say "manana, manana" 
(tomorrow, tomorrow) when asked to get something done. 
They feel the Spanish are too lax and cannot do things 
as well as the "whites" or United Fruit Company people. 
Olien (1977) reports that the blacks also adopted 
North American traits, such as baseball, which became so 
popular that a stadium built in Limon is still in use 
today. 
With the onset of two types of banana diseases, 
Panama, a root disease, and Sigatoka, a leaf spot disease, 
the heyday of the United Fruit Company in the eastern 
lowlands drew to a close (Olien, 1977). The Company 
began to abandon or sell its land in the east in 1938 and 
acquire banana lands in the west. At this time United 
Fruit wanted to move the entire operation to the Pacific 
side of Costa Rica. However, the Costa Rican government 
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refused to let blacks transfer their residences (Olien, 
1977) and retain their jobs with the company. 
After the pullout by United Fruit, some West Indians 
/ 
returned to their island homes, but most remained in Limon 
Province (Olien, 1977) . As the Company left, the land 
was divided and sold or leased to small planters, 
allowing West Indians to become landholders (Olien, 1977). 
This event, coupled with the new availability of citizen¬ 
ship began the move toward acculturation for blacks. Yet 
they still retained much of their cultural independence 
(Olien, 1977). Olien (1977) found that black males be¬ 
longed to several organizations and lodges and women to 
the auxiliaries of these organizations and lodges. Black 
women were also a part of Protestant church organizations. 
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Also during this time between 1930 and 1943, Limon Province 
experienced economic decline and ostracism by the Costa 
Rican people and government (Bryce-Laporte, 1962). 
However, major changes occurred after the 1948 
Presidential Election reform. The new 1949 Constitution 
gave women voting rights, modernized education and pro¬ 
vided new social welfare programs (Olien, 1977) . Restrictions 
on the movement of blacks into the highlands were abolished 
and public education improved (Olien, 1977). After the 
Colegio in Limon was established, blacks were granted 
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scholarships to study abroad, especially in the United 
States, Puerto Rico and Europe (Bryce-Laporte, 1962), 
which led them to achieve more responsible positions 
upon their return home. Although at the time of Bryce- 
Laporte ' s study the number of professionals and small 
businessmen was growing, a black medical-surgical doctor 
was needed (1962: 5). 
Olien (1968) reported that people moved back and 
forth between the rural hinterland and Puerto Lilian, the 
urban center, seeking work. Laborers work on rural 
plantations during the cacao harvest, near the city during 
lobster and turtle season and in the city whenever a 
group of ships are in port. 
Review of the Literature 
The theory of disengagement, first postulated by 
Elaine Cumming and William E. Henry in the early sixties, 
has gained attention as one of the leading social theories 
in research on aging. Disengagement is one of four major 
social theories on aging; the other three are Activity 
theory, Developmental theory and Symbolic-Interactionist 
theory (Estes, 1979). Since its appearance in the sixties, 
disengagement theory has come under a barrage of criticism. 
In 1963, Cumming attempted to "amplify and elaborate" 
disengagement theory in an article entitled "New Thoughts 
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on the Theory of Disengagement." She modified the theory 
somewhat, but left its global assumptions and implications 
intact/ although they had come under attack earlier. 
The original theory postulated that "aging is an 
inevitable mutual withdrawal or disengagement, resulting 
in decreased interaction between the aging person and 
others in the social systems he belongs to"(Cumming and 
Henry, 1961). Cumming and Henry (1961) intended the 
theory to apply to the aging process in all societies; 
and while disengagement is a culture-free concept, the 
form it takes will always be culture-bound. Disengage¬ 
ment is defined by Cumming and Henry (1961) as "an 
inevitable process in which many of the relationships 
between a person and other members of society are severed, 
and those remaining are altered in quality." Estes (1979) 
interprets disengagement as theoretically functioning to 
prepare society for replacement of its members when they 
die and simultaneously assisting the individual in prepara¬ 
tion for his or her death. 
Engagement is defined as the "interpenetration of the 
person and the society to which he belongs" (cumming, 1963). 
According to Cumming (1963) the person who is fully engaged 
acts in a large number of widely varied roles in a system 
of divided labor and feels obligated to meet the expecta¬ 
tions of his role partners. Important to the engaged 
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person are all his relationships with others and the depth 
and quality of those relationships. This includes any 
type of relationship a person establishes in life such as, 
one between the person and their friends, their spouse, 
their children and their peers. The theory was developed 
during a five-year study of white, working and middle 
class aging persons (fifty to seventy years of age) in 
Kansas City. Cumming and Henry (1961) chose respondents 
that were physically healthy, with no economic worries. 
In 1963, Cumming modified the theory of disengagement 
in partial response to earlier criticisms. In the original 
form, Cumming and Henry attributed variations in the dis¬ 
engagement process to social pressures, especially pertain¬ 
ing to the different experiences of men and women (1961). 
In that original form they assumed that the central role 
of men in American society was work and the central role 
of women, family and marriage (Cumming and Henry, 1961). 
In her modification, Cumming proposed temperament as a 
psychological variable to explain a difference in style of 
disengagement. Cumming maintains that the temperamental 
variable is the style of adaptation to the environment 
and that there are one of two modes that help the individual 
maintain a relationship between himself and the environment. 
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One is called the "impinging" mode and the other is the 
"selecting"1 mode. The impinger is one who seeks to verify 
his concept of self by interacting with others. Their 
responses help him confirm inferences he makes about him¬ 
self. According to Cumming, (1963) if the feedback he 
gets from others suggests that he is incorrect he will 
try and make the others' responses coincide with his 
sense of the relationship. If he fails, repeatedly, he 
will modify his self concept and relation to his environ¬ 
ment. The selector, in contrast, tends to confirm his 
ideas about self by waiting for the affirmation of his 
self-concept by others. He selects cues that confirm 
his relationship to the environment from a constant flow 
of stimulation created by others. If he doesn't receive 
that flow of information, he waits, and reluctantly aligns 
his concepts with the feedback he does receive (Cumming, 
1963). Cumming (1963) states that the selector is better 
able to use symbolic residues of old interactions to 
maintain his sense of self more efficiently than the 
impinger, enabling him to wait longer for appropriate 
cues. Cumming uses these two modes of behavior to describe 
and explain variations found in the adaptive style of 
disengaging persons to their environment. She says these 
"biologically based differences impose a pattern upon 
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their manner of growing old, ,r and uses this as a second 
modifying variable for disengagement theory (1963: 303). 
The remainder of the article elaborates the discussion 
of disengagement theory as originally presented. Cumming 
(1963) describes in greater detail disengagement as 
it affects social roles, as an inner experience, and as 
a mandate from society. Her final discussion is about 
the manner in which disengagement shifts solidarities; 
from bonds based on differences of function and, therefore, 
mutual dependency to bonds based on similarities and 
common sentiments (Cumming, 1963). Her example is 
summarized as follows: 
The working man is tied together with 
fellow workers by sentiments about 
work itself, while women are tied to 
other women by sentiments about 
children, schools and domestic matters. 
When work ceases, men must reform 
bonds to survive as they no longer 
have work in common with the other 
men. Women must rework bonds be¬ 
tween each other after the children 
leave home, however, it is said to be 
less than for men because they still 
have in common the roles of spouse 
and mother (Cumming, 1963). 
Carol Estes reports in her book, The Aging Enterprise 
(1979) that disengagement theory provides a rationale 
for excluding the elderly from the mainstream of society 
with the argument that mutual withdrawal benefits both 
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the individual and society and that society should not 
intervene in the aging process as this will inhibit 
the natural disengagement of the individual from society. 
Estes (1979) further predicts that such an argument "Prescribes 
either no policy intervention or interventions that aid the 
withdrawal of the individual and society from each other. " 
This reasoning justifies curtailment or termination of 
aid for the elderly and use of society's resources. Such 
a framework legitimizes retirement policies and other means 
of excluding and separating the aged from society (Estes, 
1979). Estes (1979) says, in addition, that the theory 
does not take into account phenomena that are the conse¬ 
quences of social and normative aspects of aging, and 
instead ascribes these phenomena erroneously to intrinsic 
aging processes. 
Hochschild (1976) claims that disengagement theorists 
infer meaning from behavior. He further states that the 
meaning of the daily acts that constitute engagement or 
disengagement as reported by Cumming and Henry in 1969 
is missing from that study. His example of this is of an 
old woman without friends who moves to public senior 
housing, makes friends and seriously considers remarriage — 
without asking her, the researchers will not know if what 
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she wants from the new is what she had with the old. 
They need to know the personal meanings she attaches to 
what she does. Hochschild (1976) states the theory re¬ 
fers more to measurable lengths of behavior (i.e., number 
of visits per month to family) rather than the nature, 
and consequently the meaning, of those visits. He 
suggests that engagement or disengagement should be under¬ 
stood as meaningful experience instead of behavior. 
The term "old" varies according to each culture. Cowgill 
and Holmes (1972) found that all societies have some system 
of age-grading whereby some of the population are classified 
as old and are treated differently. Important to Cowgill 
and Holmes' theory of aging is the variable, moderniza¬ 
tion. They report that the concept of old age is relative 
to the degree of modernization and that a person is classi¬ 
fied as old at an earlier chronological age in a traditional 
society than in a modern society (Cowgill and Holmes, 1972) . 
Life expectancy, in such a society, is much less. This does not 
sufficiently explain what occurs in rural societies that 
are affected by indirect modernization. Goldstein and 
Beall (1982) state that because of the interrelatedness 
of today's world, the status of elderly even in the most 
rural and isolated Third and Fourth world countries can 
be adversely affected. Simmons in 1943 found that even in 
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traditional societies the old are not necessarily treated 
better than in modern societies. Although modernization, 
whether direct or indirect, may in some way affect an 
elderly person, it cannot be the only determinate used 
for analysis. 
Wolf (1966) considered Central America one of the 
major peasant regions of the world, caught in the transi¬ 
tion between developed and undeveloped areas. In Latin 
America, the lowlands are basically open peasant communi¬ 
ties, characterized by more involvement in cash crops, 
marketing and the national culture (Wolf cited in Barnouw, 
1978: 64). In closed peasant communities membership is 
restricted to people born and raised within it. Land is 
controlled by a corporate body and not sold to outsiders 
(Wolf cited in Barnouw, 1978:64). Individuals in a 
peasant society are primarily concerned with their own 
family and its subsistence (Chayanov cited in Barnouw, 
1978:64). The peasant becomes a farmer when he switches 
from a family enterprise concerned with subsistence, to 
an enterprise based on cash crops, employment of hired 
labor and expansion through reinvestment. In Puente 
and West Brittany crops are grown for cash profit as well 
as for subsistence. 
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Only 10 percent of the people in Latin America 
lived to be over sixty years of age in 1968.^ According 
to Goldstein and Beall (1982), the number of people 
sixty-five and older in less developed countries, includ¬ 
ing Latin America, reached 129 million in 1980 and gained 
equivalency with the number in developed countries. In 
Costa Rica it is estimated that life expectancy at birth 
is nearly seventy years old and by the year 2000 it is 
predicted that 14 percent of the population will be over 
fifty years old (Biesanz and Biesanz, 1982:99). In 1980, 
11 percent of the population in Costa Rica was over fifty 
years old (Biesanz and Biesanz, 1982:99). 
The linguistic concepts of a society can be useful 
for defining societal concepts. In Santo Tomas Mazaltepec, 
the concept of an old person is meaningful as expressed 
in the variety of words used to signify old age: anciano, 
abuelito and vingul (Adams, 1972). Viejo, which means 
✓ 
old in Spanish, means middle-aged in Santo Tomas Mazaltepec 
(Adams, 1972). Anciano and abuelito are the most commonly 
used terms and are defined as follows: 
anciano: respectful term of reference, 
some say it brings to mind physical 
appearance of an old person. 
abuelito: used when referring to or 
addressing any old person (-ito is a 
sign of fondness); more personal than 
anciano. (Adams, 1972). 
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Vinqul is a Zapotec (Indian) word which translates as 
anciano but is not used much. It is reserved for a 
respected person, very old in years and no longer able 
to work (Adams, 1972). 
According to Shanas and Maddox (1976), "the things 
an old person can do or thinks he can do are useful indica¬ 
tors of both how healthy he is and the services he will 
require." Further thought in this direction shows that 
indicators such as the types of activities the elderly 
engage in on a daily basis or for special occasions can 
help determine the continued social activity of the elderly 
person. In Santo Tomas Mazaltepec, the elderly worked out 
of a desire for self-respect and the respect of others 
(Adams, 1972). Adams (1972) found that the village elderly 
are no longer admired for unqualified wisdom and that the 
knowledge the elders possess is somewhat irrelevant to their 
changing society. The status of the elderly remains high 
in those societies where they are able to perform useful 
and valued functions; however, this depends on the society's 
values and specific activities of the elderly (Cowgill and 
Holmes, 1972). Accordingly, the status and happiness in 
the family in Santo Tomas Mazaltepec depend to some extent 
upon continued efforts to work (Adams, 1972). Simmons 
(1943) found that even in traditional societies the elderly 
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that are decrepit and feeble face the threat of indifference, 
neglect, and abuse. 
Some of the literature concerns types of healers 
and healing practices found in the Caribbean and Latin 
America. On the island of Bimini in the Bahamas, islanders 
clearly distinguish between diseases which are best handled 
by clinic exams and modern "Western" medicines and those 
diseases more treatable by traditional medical practices and 
"bush" medicines (Halberstein and Davies, 1979). The 
Biminis have realized that where both approaches are applicable, 
the best results in several cases — diabetes, high blood 
pressure, arthritis, digestive disorders and kidney disease — 
occur when combining the expertise and resources of each 
(Halberstein and Davies, 1979) . The Limonese also use both 
approaches to treating disease and illness. However, when 
the "Western" medicine fails to "cure" (diseases such as 
arthritis) they fall back on bush remedies to relieve 
the symptoms. Often health personnel fail to tell patients 
certain diseases are incurable, therefore these patients 
have unrealistic expectations for these medicines. Baer 
(1982) outlines a four cell typology to categorize black 
folk healers in America: (1) independent generalists, 
(2) independent specialists, (3) cultic generalists, and 
(4) cultic specialists. Independent and cultic refer to 
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the affiliation of the healer, and specialized and general 
refer to the nature of their practice (Baer, 1982). His 
typology shows the diversity of black folk healers in the 
United States and illustrates the need to avoid over¬ 
generalizing healing and health behavior. 
Dressier (1980) finds partial support for his hypo¬ 
thesis that 
Within a mixed medical setting, the 
greater an individual's commitment 
to an ethnomédical belief system, the 
less likely it is that that individual 
will adhere to a treatment regimen pre¬ 
scribed within the Western medical 
setting. 
His framework is based on Foster's study in 1976 that classi¬ 
fied ethno-medicine into "naturalistic" and "personalistic" 
categories. Personalistic beliefs are subsumed under the 
term "obeah," a West Indian form of sorcery and naturalistic, 
beliefs are subsumed under "bush medicine" (where environmental 
factors are thought to cause illness) (Dressier, 1980). 
Naturalistic beliefs correlated with both Western practices 
and personalistic beliefs, but personalistic beliefs had no 
correlation with Western practices (Dressier, 1980). According 
to Foster (1976), the kinds of cures, models of diagnoses, 
curing techniques, preventive acts and the relationships of all 
these variables to the society at large derive from beliefs 
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about illness causality. Therefore, Western practices 
and personalistic beliefs that include sorcery are not 
expected to correlate. Belief in supernatural causation 
does not match with the scientific, Western model of 
illness causation. 
Other theories define health and health behavior 
in various ways. Health in the aged according to Shanas 
and Maddox (1976) can be defined in two ways: (a) in 
terms of either absence or presence of disease, and (b)in 
terms of how well the older person is functioning. Mischel 
(1959) observed in her research in the Caribbean that a 
high premium is placed on health and illness, to the ex¬ 
tent that more prestige is accorded the sick individual 
than the well one. Prestige can be translated into the 
amount of attention given to a sick individual. This 
observation is functional and reflects a biased, western 
viewpoint in that the underlying assumption is that a sick 
person fails to contribute positively to his society. Her 
analysis that illness served as a means for the low class 
person to absolve himself from the burden of trying to 
bridge the stratification barriers in his society (Mischel, 
1959) again is functional in nature and culturally biased. 
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According to the literature the Hot-Cold Etiological 
System of classification is thought to be pervasive through¬ 
out Latin America and the Caribbean (Mak, 1959; Rubel, 
1964; Currier, 1966; Harwood, 1971; Logan, 1973; and 
5 
Mitchell, 1982) and originated in the New World from 
Spanish colonists to become a part of the health treat¬ 
ment regimen. In this system of classification, illness 
is believed to be a result of humoral imbalances, causing 
the body to become excessively dry, cold, hot, or wet or 
any combination of these (Harwood, 1971). 
Murdock classifies illness into two major categories, 
"Theories of Natural Causation,"and "Theories of Supernatural 
Causation," in his book Theories of Illness. Theories of 
Natural Causation are based on the premise that an illness 
can be explained in such a way as to "appear reasonable 
to modern medical science" (Murdock, 1980) . Theories of 
Supernatural Causation capture any illness that cannot be 
explained in a way acceptable to modern science. Murdock 
(1980) has defined the theories in three categories, mystical 
causation, animistic causation and magical causation. 
However, the Hot-Cold Etiological system and Murdock's 
categorization of illness theories are not felt to be par¬ 
ticularly relevant to the population studied. The black 
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people in Puente and West Brittany seem not to have such 
a clearly defined Hot-Cold system nor are their illness 
theories divided into theories of supernatural or natural 
causation. The Hot-Cold System is perhaps more prevalent 
among the ethnically Spanish population. Much more relevant 
is the fact that the people there combine traditional and 
Western health practices to cure illness. 
Method 
The research was conducted in the communities of 
Puente and West Brittany near the Atlantic Coast in Costa 
Rica. Puente is the larger of the two communities with 
a population of about 286, the majority of whom are of 
Spanish descent (called blances). West Brittany, with a 
population of about 80, has a population primarily of 
West Indian descent (called negros or morenos). West 
Brittany is located approximately one mile from the center 
of Puente where the Puesto de Salud, a small health clinic» 
is located. The Puesto is staffed by a nurse auxiliary 
and a health assistant who attempt to serve the health 
needs of both communities as well as surrounding areas. 
Interchange between these two communities has been long¬ 
standing and many of the elderly who grew up in Puente 
moved to west Brittany later in life. The people of west 
Brittany also use the Puesto in Puente for health care 
and often walk into town to visit, play dominoes, use the 
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public telephones, attend dances called bailes or buy 
goods at small pulperias when they do not go to Limon 
to shop. 
According to the Costa Rican government, the age of 
official retirement is sixty years old (Seminar-Medical 
Anthropology in Costa Rica, June, 1983). However, seventy 
is the age at which most blacks (old and young) feel old 
age begins. It also appears that among community members, 
the concept of "old" is not determined by numerical age 
as much as determined by physical appearance and ability. 
It was expected that measuring the elderly's disease 
model would help in assessing the role of the elderly in 
transmitting health information. Instead, I observed 
the behavior of the elderly in the community, their use 
/ 
of the Puesto in Puente, their trips to Puerto Limon (the 
largest city in the region) and interviewed a sample of 
elderly to ascertain whether the elderly are disengaged 
and how they used health services. Permission was granted 
/ 
to use the clinic records in both Limon and Puente. As 
stated earlier, this study is part of a larger, general 
health study and interviewing was done in two phases; the 
first phase was administration of the general interview 
schedule and the second phase was administration of the 
smaller interview schedule (hereafter referred to as micro 
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interview schedule) pertaining only to the elderly in 
the household of black respondents. 
The three major forms of data collection were (1) par¬ 
ticipant observation, (2) administration of an interview 
schedule to all the black elderly in Puente and a non- 
random sample of elderly in West Brittany, and (3) the 
use of key informants. The non-random sample used here 
can be described as a quota sample (Pelto and Pelto, 1970), 
where, respondents are selected according to availability 
and perceived knowledge. By living with an elderly black 
couple in Puente, I was able to quickly establish rapport 
with community members, some of whom became key informants. 
My presence in the community was legitimized by the 
explanation that I was a student from the United States 
working with my professor to gather information on their 
health system. This provided me with a niche in the 
community structure. Writing fieldnotes everyday at 
the kitchen table was considered "work" by my "family," 
therefore, I was not viewed as a tourist or vacationer. 
I also became a companion for the woman I lived with, 
enacting a role closely akin to daughter in this case. 
Portions of the interview schedule used in this study 
were derived from the Multilevel Assessment Instrument 
(MAI), Older Americans Resources and Service (OARS) 
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Community Survey Questionnaire, and the Ethnic Health 
Study Interview Schedule The OARS Community Survey 
Questionnaire was designed to allow the assessment of 
functional status and service utilization.^ The MAI 
was designed to assess behavioral competence in several 
domains but was used for domains of health (including 
physical and mental conditions, the ability to obtain 
health care and health maintenance) and activities of 
daily living (including the ability to be physically 
active, to manage personal affairs and maintain their 
living area)among Puente's elderly.^ But both the OARS 
Community Survey Questionnaire and MAI were intended for 
an Anglo-American culture. The Ethnic Health Study was 
used to research three different immigrant groups in 
Atlanta and is a general survey of health care utiliza¬ 
tion and health beliefs. Combining portions of these 
three instruments provided a model of how the respondents 
view their health and the ability to obtain health care. 
However, a bias toward Western culture was present 
and some questions were deleted or modified so as to 
include questions to test whether the respondents are 
disengaged and what types of health care practices are used. 
Other questions, pertinent to the area studied, were 
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developed especially for fieldwork in Costa Rica and 
were used in conjunction with the Micro interview 
schedule. 
My first key informants were the elderly couple I 
lived with. The husband was easier to understand and I 
used him to verify information I believed I obtained from 
his wife. An elderly neighbor rapidly emerged as a third 
key informant. He took delight in answering questions 
and explaining the Costa Rican way of life. This gentle¬ 
man was vehemently opposed to one of the political figures 
in the community, and I often compared information the 
neighbor gave me against information obtained by other 
fieldworkers. 
Information on town histories and past events were 
among the most valued aspects of key informant data 
collection. This method has been considered indispensable 
to anthropologists when seeking information about ways of 
living that no longer exist (Pelto and Pelto, 1970). Some 
of the most interesting antedotes I was told were about 
the old fruit companies and life before the Spanish came 
to the Limon Region to live. One of the most vivid 
recollections given to me was a description of how coal 
was made by an elderly man in West Brittany; one of the 
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last members of a prominent family there. He told us 
how coal was made according to Jamaican custom, what 
the coal sold for and the process of getting the coal to 
San Jose from Lim<4n. The most fascinating aspect of this 
bit of history was that a Spanish family had been taught 
by this gentleman to build the coal kiln and I (along 
with other fieldworkers) had a chance to actually observe a 
part of the coal-making process. 
The methods discussed above were used to obtain a 
holistic view of the elderly's health care system for a 
more accurate analysis of the research problem. According 
to Zelditch (1962) no one single method should be used 
exclusively in the field. Participant observation allows 
the fieldworker first hand data about the culture being 
studied. It is best used to obtain data on incidents and 
histories (defined as a log of events during a given period, 
a record of conversations heard, descriptions of a wedding, 
a funeral, etc.) (Zelditch, 1962). For data on frequency 
distributions, Zelditch (1962) considers random sampling 
and enumeration the bast methods. Finally, informants are 
best used to obtain data on institutionalized norms and 
statuses (Zelditch, 1962). 
Zeldith (1962) reminds the anthropologist of two 
main problems of bias in participant observation which are: 
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1. One observer cannot be everywhere 
at the same time or in time to see 
everything, so events occur that the 
observer has not seen, cannot see, or 
will not see. 
2. The observer will not be able to pene¬ 
trate every part of the social structure 
because of the way he has defined him¬ 
self to community members, the limitations 
on the movement of those who sponsor him, 
etc. 
However, since I lived with a family, I was able to partici 
page in a variety of daily and weekly activities. I went 
to town with my "mother" to buy fresh vegetables at the 
Mercado (market). Her trips to Limon also consisted of 
trips to the botica (pharmacy) for pills, visits to her 
brothers and sister and friends and to the supermercado 
for household items. She also took me to the Hospital 
when she visited friends, by the city Park and Seawall 
so I could "know" Lirno^. When both my "mother"and "father" 
went to the bank I went with them and observed them make 
payments on a piece of property in Limon and deposit 
money. These trips meant riding the public transportation 
system, which was either the bus or train. I was intro¬ 
duced to several venders in the Mercado and was able to 
establish a relationship with one elderly man in particular 
I even had an opportunity to participate during specia1 
events. Naturally, some events could not be observed as 
they occurred after we left the field, but descriptions 
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were given by key informants about these events. 
The second problem was harder to combat. It is 
important for the fieldworker not to be considered too 
much of an "outsider," therefore he should stay within 
the social roles defined by the community. Gender and 
age are two ways the fieldworker can be locked into 
roles which must be adhered to if he wants to be con¬ 
sidered part of the society. For example, the assistant 
field director and I went to a baile (dance) with the 
eighteen-year-old son of her "mother" and a friend of 
his in Puente. We were allowed free admission because 
we were the North Americans and people wanted to see us. 
We asked the son if it was the custom for women to drink 
beer in public in Puente. He said it was fine. Yet after 
two beers he and his friends kept asking the assistant 
field director if she was "giddy" (dizzy). And as we 
looked around we did not observe other women drinking 
beer although smoking in public seemed to be sanctioned. 
After that we decided to watch the women at these functions 
to verify our informants' statements. At another dance 
toward the end of the summer, for mother's day, 
women there did drink beer although not as much as the 
men did. Participant observation was supplemented by more 
systematic information from the interview schedule. 
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I was aware that my research was limited by the 
fact that (a) I spent only a short amount of time in 
Puente and West Brittany, (b) I spoke a different dialect 
of English than those with whom I interacted and (c) 
my instrument was not unbiased. A longer stay in the 
community would have helped me verify more information 
and become more familiar with the residents and their 
lifestyle. Differences in phrasing and dialect were 
experienced and affected some of the questions asked 
when the schedule was administered. Most of this was 
caught when the macro interview schedule was pretested. 
However, living with an established family in the 
community helped alleviate the problems stated above. 
They were my cultural brokers and helped me to quickly 
adapt to community life. By having general talks on 
health, my "family"' provided me with the concepts and 
vocabulary needed to administer my schedule more effec¬ 
tively. Some of the interview questions were modified 
to reflect the various types of family structure present 
in both communities. Western biases such as the tendency 
to view health from a strict biomedical model and the 
family as composed of a nuclear unit living in a single 
household were modified or deleted. This was also the 
first time a health study had been made in this part of 
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Costa Rica, therefore I was prepared to be flexible enough 
to allow for changes while in the field. 
A Note on Stress in the Field 
While in the field I did experience a certain amount 
of stress, mainly due to anxiety about completing my work 
in a timely fashion. Time seemed too short after I re¬ 
turned to Puente after a short break. Short vacations are 
excellent ways to relieve tension and provide an opportunity 
for community members to be relieved of an outsider's 
presence for a brief period (Pelto and Pelto, 1970), However, 
in my case I did not wish to be away from my community for 
even a few days. I became very attached to Puente which 
later caused problems when faced with leaving the field. 
My "mother" often worried that I was working too hard 
and "fretting," She especially made sure I ate three 
times a day. It was this type of supporting atmosphere 
that made it difficult for me to leave Puente and it also 
allowed me to work at a steady pace. 
Brief Overview of Health Services in Costa Rica 
Particularly relevant to this study is research done 
on the extension of health service i-n Costa Rica. Until 
the early seventies, health services were located along 
principal highways and in cities with relatively large 
populations and advanced economic structures (Villegas, 1977) 
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Because of the need in rural areas to have adequate health 
services the Rural Community Health Programs were established 
to extend health coverage to all marginal populations 
(Villegas, 1977). The program relies on properly trained 
auxiliaries , one in nursing and the other a rural health 
assistant to carry out planned activities with the supervision 
of professional personnel from the health centers located in 
larger towns (Villegas, 1977). The nursing auxiliary is 
responsible for the rural health post and communities nearby, 
while the health assistant travels a circuit that enables him 
to cover all the dwellings of the remaining communities in the 
health area (Villegas, 1977). 
Some of the positive results of the program have been: 
(1) Decline in general mortality from 8.6 
deaths per 1000 population in 196 5 to 
5 per 1000 in 1975. 
(2) Decline in infant mortality from 76 
deaths per 1000 live births in 1965 
to 37 in 1975. 
(3) Recorded deaths from communicable 
diseases declined from 3,920 in 
1969 to 1,895 in 1975. 
(4) Malaria incidence has declined to 
levels compatible with eradication 
(Villegas, 1977). 
Services provided through the program are vaccinations; 
first aid measures; epidemiologic surveillance for malaria; 
control of intestinal parasitoses, tuberculosis and other 
communicable diseases; basic maternal and child health, 
nutrition and family planning services and environmental 
sanitation measures (Villegas, 1977) . 
Since mid-1977 health coverage through the posts has 
been extended to 533,430 people in 2,960 communities of 
less than 500 inhabitants and it was projected thdt by the 
end of 1977 coverage would be extended to over ninety 
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percent of this population (Villegas, 1977). The Puesto 
de Salud located in Puente is supposed to provide those 
services described above as a part of the Rural Health 
Program* 
The Costa Rican government has two major agencies that 
administer health services to the people. One is the 
Ministerio de Salud where there are two types of health 
centers available: (1) centres de salud, which are located 
in urban areas and (2) puestos de salud, which are located 
in rural areas. The services provided by this agency are 
free and available to the public. The second agency is 
the Caja del Seguro Salud and administers health services 
through clinics (clinicas). These services are available 
to those on Seguro Social (social security) and are more 
comprehensive than those provided by the Ministerio de 
Salud (Seminar-Medical Anthropology in Costa Rica, June, 1983). 
Those who do not work for the government and do not 
receive a pension can receive Seguro Salud insurance by 
purchasing it. Children within the Seguro System can add 
elderly parents to their own coverage. The Caja also cares 
for the indigent, providing them with health service (Seminar- 
Medical Anthropology in Costa Rica, June, 1983). According 
to the information learned in the Seminar, there is a hierarchy 
of treatment used by Caja personnel. It is as follows: 
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(1) Asegurado directo — those employed 
by the state and their families. 
These receive treatment first. 
(2) Asegurado por cuenta propia-voluntario — 
those who pay into the system. Usually 
independent workers, small businessmen 
and their families. 
(3) Asegurado por el estado-indigente — those 
who are indigent, anciano (old) or with 
mental problems. They are last to receive 
treatment at the Caja's clinics (Seminar- 
Medical Anthropology in Costa Rica, June, 
1983) . 
Therefore, the old and indigent, the ones who cannot pay, 
are last to receive services at the clinics. And when the 
clinic is over-crowded there is every likelihood that they 
will not receive treatment (Seminar-Medical Anthropology in 
Costa Rica, June, 1983) . 
Unfortunately, there is little information on morbidity 
and mortality rates among the elderly in the Limon region 
available. General information can be found on causes of 
death for the elderly. The two leading causes of death among 
persons fifty and older are circulatory trouble and tumors 
(cancer) respectively (Ministerio de Salud, 1981) . The 
third cause of death in 1970 was respiratory problems, in 
1979 it changed to senility and "mal definidas" (Ministerio 
de Salud, 1981). A general category of cancer locations 
was the major incidence of this disease, while stomach cancer 
accounted for the second highest incidence (Ministerio de 
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Salud, 1981). The incidence of diabetes was highest in 
persons sixty-five and older (Ministerio de Salud, 1981). 
It is interesting to note that the three major causes 
of death in Costa Rica are not necessarily the ones indicat¬ 
ed as important to the health system there. The major concern 
of health programs in all regions is disease that occurs 
around birth and the first years of life (Caja Costarricense 
de Seguro Social, 1983). Second in importance are respira¬ 
tory diseases as are their incidence in the country. 
However, in the Atlantic Region, bacterial diseases are 
second in importance among health officials (Caja Costarricense 
de Seguro Social, 1983). Heart disease is seventh in priority 
yet the major cause of death in this region (Caja Costarricense 
de Seguro Social, 1983). This seems to indicate that in¬ 
firmities of the aged are given lower priority than the 
infirmities of those in their first year of life. 
CHAPTER II 
SOCIAL AND FAMILY ORGANIZATION: PUENTE 
AND WEST BRITTANY 
PART I 
Social Organization; Puente and West Brittany 
Puente is basically a linear town with houses located 
on both sides of the main road, which is dirt and rock. The 
river Banano runs on the southeastern side of Puente and next 
to a large banana plantation. Alongside the road are a 
couple of stores (pulperias), cantinas, the soccer field 
which is bounded on one side by the Catholic Church and on 
the other side by the elementary school (escuela), the brick 
factory and an odd assortment of buildings and structures. 
A few houses are located behind the soccer field. Toward 
the main part of town are houses, another cantina, the 
post office/jailhouse, Puesto de Salud and Community Center. 
At the town's edge is a bridge which marks the end of the 
town limits and leads to the "inside" where other banana 
plantations are located. A railroad line described in 
detail below runs through the center of this part of 
Puente. Another road, paved in cement, leads to the Water 
Treatment Plant located on a hill above Puente. Other houses 
are located on this hill set back from the road. 
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West Brittany can be found at the end of a long, 
sometimes arduous walk uphill from the outskirts of Puente. 
Houses are nestled here and there along the route upward. 
This road is rocky as it climbs upward but becomes grassy 
at hilltop where it levels off. The escuela sits up on 
a small hill off this road. At night the lights of Limon 
can be seen since West Brittany is at a higher elevation 
than Puente. Fewer houses are located here and it is 
relatively quiet. Buses do not come up here except if 
specially chartered. Only one family, a young black 
couple, owns a car here. West Brittany is a secluded 
place, surrounded by jungle or "bush" to a greater extent 
than Puente. 
Access to piped water differs between Puente and West 
Brittany. All but one respondent in Puente has piped water 
while in West Brittany piped water comes infrequently. 
There residents depend mainly on water caught in barrels. 
Service is often turned off because some residents do not 
pay for service but tap into the pipes of paying customers. 
It was explained that residents do not like paying for 
service that once was free. 
The train and the bus are two of the main sources 
of transportation for the villages. The train goes through 
/ 
Puente twice a day to Limo'n, first between eight and nine 
o'clock in the morning and again around seven o'clock in 
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the evening. From Limon, on the way to Fortuna the 
end of the line, the train goes through Puente about 
4:30 a.m., and again about 2:30 or 3:00 p.m. However, 
the train is unpredictable and is subject to delay or 
derailment, which the locals call "falling out de tracks." 
Train fare is cheaper than bus fare, £8.00 by train to go 
to Limon, £12.00 by bus. People, however, choose to go by 
/ 
bus to Limon rather than by train because of its better 
reliability. The bus comes to Puente three times a day, 
around 5:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., and 6:00 p.m. Puente is the 
turnaround point. For quick trips to Limon, one can take 
the midday bus and return by train around 2:30 p.m. 
Competition for seating on the bus can be difficult, 
especially when school children use it. 
Political structure 
Both Puente and West Brittany are served by an organi¬ 
zation called the Association. The Association is important 
because it is through the officers that local people can 
impact the government. The Association president is similar 
to a lobbyist and can get services for the community. Through 
Association committees government programs are administered, 
such as the Nutritional Program, which offers food for the 
undernourished children and babies. The Association also 
assists communities to obtain services from the government. 
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In Puente, the Association was instrumental in 
bringing a telephone and electricity to the community. 
Currently, through the Association president, food 
coupons are distributed to people without work or a 
means of support and to some elderly. The Association 
officers plan events to raise money for community 
improvements. 
At the time our field research ended, several 
Association members desired to oust the President from 
his position. Many community members in Puente and 
West Brittany were unhappy with the way he distributed 
the food coupons. He reportedly does not use the same 
criteria in establishing eligibility for all and shows 
favoritism to a few. He has sometimes required people 
to work for their coupons, including elderly people who 
have difficulty working everyday. Other people are not 
pleased with the way he had become president. Apparently, 
when he was elected a year ago, more votes were counted 
for him than there were people present at the election 
meeting. Added to that discrepancy is the fact that he 
had not lived in Puente a full year as required by the 
Regulations. The Secretary of the Association even asked 
the assistant field director to help rid the communities 
of his presence. 
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Economie Organization 
There are many forms of employment for people in 
Puente and West Brittany. Farming is still very important in 
the area and people can be employed on one of the remaining 
banana plantations or work their own farms called fincas 
or both. Established community members own these small 
farms. Cacao was the major crop produced until the onset 
of monilia, a disease that affects the cacao pods (turns 
them black). Alternatives to cacao are bananas, plantains, 
pejibayes and other assorted fruits and nuts. 
The Banana Farms employ members of the community who 
do not have land or homes of their own for the most part. 
People in the community refer to them as "those who have 
nothin'." Although not as extensively as in the past, 
banana farms still provide a source of income for many 
families . The largest banana plantations are located in 
Pandora and Fortuna at the end of the Pachuca rail line. 
Finca Filadelphia is one of the largest plantations lo- 
f 
cated near Puente and West Brittany about halfway to Limon. 
The people who live there still live in company housing 
and "have nothin'." 
The richest family in both communities, Puente and 
West Brittany, is owner of the brick factory in Puente. 
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However, the wages paid by this company are minimal and 
few townspeople work there. Other businesses owned by 
townspeople are the pulperias, small stores, cantinas 
and the public phone. The same family that owns one of 
the larger pulperias also owns a cantina and operates 
the phone. 
Many of the men work for the government which allows 
their families to belong to the Seguro System, which is 
social security. These men can be seen daily cutting down 
bush and working on the roads and bridges. Until 1982, 
the major work project in Puente was construction of the 
Water Treatment Plant. Young and old men worked on this 
project, including two of my respondents. Now a few men 
in town run the pump located near the river while two 
young men maintain the treatment facility. just as Olien 
(1977) found earlier and discussed above, workers still 
move back and forth between Puerto Limon and the rural areas 
of Puente and West Brittany wherever work is to be found. 
Other sources of income for residents come from sell¬ 
ing eggs, ice, helados (ice frozen with some sort of sweet 
flavoring) and freshly baked breads and pastries. One 
woman bakes bread almost daily and sells to passengers 
on the train that runs through Puente at 2:30 p.m., headed 
toward Fortuna. In West Brittany an elderly woman sells 
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beer, cigarettes, rum and soft drinks for income. She also 
makes candy to be sold in Limon at the market. The coal 
kiln, described earlier, provides an income for a Spanish 
family and two elderly black men that taught them how 
to work one. "Chance," the lottery, is played by almost 
everyone. The President of the Association sells these 
tickets called "Clandestinos," The woman who bakes bread 
says she built her house from money saved through her winnings. 
She stops in San Andreas, sells to friends and a few pul- 
perias then returns to Puente. Children often sell helados 
on the train in Limon before it leaves the station. One 
family sells tickets for the train. 
Fishing is limited these days and what is caught from 
the river is kept for family consumption. Men fish for 
lobster and turtle during their respective seasons. Al¬ 
though turtle is available more than one time a year, the 
government restricts turtle fishing in order to preserve 
them. Turtle can only be hunted in July. Lobster is 
trapped whenever there is a good run. When the lobster 
are running good, the news is spread and men go out into 
the bush to cut the wood needed for the traps. 
Religious Organizations 
The Roman Catholic Church is the major religious 
group in the area. Catholics are very active in community 
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life. Every Sunday after church people gather in Puente 
to play bingo and socialize. Currently, a new church is 
being built around the old one. One man from West Brittany, 
with the help of several others, works on it everyday. Both 
blacks and whites belong to the church although the majority 
of the blacks affiliated with the Catholic Church are youth. 
Many of the special activities on holidays called feriadas 
are sponsored by the Catholics. 
Another major religious group are the Evangelists or 
Evangelica Church who provide activities for both young and 
old and exerts considerable influence over members. A 
large part of their faith rests on their belief in prayer 
as a solution to problems including illnesses. Male and 
female roles are clearly defined and the pastor must 
approve many of the activities which members participate 
in outside of the church. Youngsters are discouraged from 
associating with non-Evangelicas. Marriage must be approved 
by the pastor and family for marriage to persons not 
Evangelist or unwilling to embrace evangelism is forbidden. 
A member that violates this sanction is barred from the 
church and disowned by the family. 
In both communities, blacks are a part of various types 
of Protestant churches. A Seventh Day Adventist Church is 
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located close to the main road. The service is conducted 
in Spanish with English translation. Several of the west 
Brittany elderly are members of the B'Hai church and meet 
together on Sundays and intermittently through the week to 
share current lessons. On Sundays, a radio sermon for B'Hai 
members is broadcast in English. Jehovah1 s Witnesses in 
Puente do not have a church there, so a church brother 
comes to various houses to share the weekly sermon with 
them. Sometimes he eats a nice dinner when he visits. 
And, as in all communities, there are those that do not 
attend any church or belong to any religion. 
Educational Opportunities 
Puente and West Brittany each have an escuela (elemen¬ 
tary school), for grades one through six. Children walk 
to school for either morning or afternoon sessions. The 
escuela in West Brittany is larger than the one reported 
by Bryce-Laporte in 1962. At one time the school in 
Puente had a garden and well-groomed yard maintained by 
some of the older children and other adults. After sixth 
grade, the younger people go to Colegio in Limon, commuting 
by bus in the morning or afternoon. 
There are a very few young people who further their 
education by attending the Universidad (University). 
Schooling at any one of the campuses is expensive and poor 
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students have to endure discrimination against them for 
being poor and it goes doubly hard on them if they are 
black or Limonese. Two young people from Puente were 
granted bacas (scholarships) to the University in Heredia 
as a reward for their efforts to help a candidate win a 
political office. 
The traditional English schools no longer exist. As 
early as 1962, Bryce-Laporte found few of the private English 
schools left. Today, children are being assimilated into 
the larger, Spanish culture. Not only is there pressure 
from peers to speak Spanish and become Catholic, but the 
/ 
better job opportunities in Limon are for Spanish speakers. 
But some of the families are trying to encourage their 
children to remain fluent in English, especially as an 
entree into the better paying jobs. Much of the unique 
Jamaican culture is being lost because of the emphasis on 
Spanish. Paula Palmer has identified this problem and has 
helped preserve both Jamaican and Bri Bri Indian cultures 
through oral history projects.^ Many parents send their 
children to live in other parts of the country, the 




Dances, called bailes, are very popular. Bands are 
hired to play in a designated cantina. Bailes often coin¬ 
cide v/ith a feriada (holiday) or other special occasion. 
People of all ages, from children to old people participate 
at the dance. Salsa, reggae, ranchero, cole and soca are 
popular dance styles. In fact, one of the hottest bands 
in Costa Rica, Atlantico, came to Puente for Mother's Day 
and played a variety of music, including popular black 
American music. A recent widow attended the dance and won 
a prize for being the oldest mother in attendance. Beer 
and soft drinks were the main beverages consumed. Some 
brought their own "set-ups," mostly rum. 
Domino playing is another popular activity. Puente 
has a domino team which competes with teams from surrounding 
areas and Limon. Both men and women, mainly blacks, play. 
Dominoes are played using "bones," wooden, plastic or ivory 
pieces and oblong in shape. They are divided in half by 
a line and painted with dots from one to six on either side. 
One playing piece is blank. Points are amassed in denomina¬ 
tions of five. Each person plays in turn saying "pass" or 
knocking on the table if he cannot make his "play." The 
object of the game is for a team to get the most points. 
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A team consists of a pair of players arranged alternately 
around a table. Part of the fun for players and specta¬ 
tors is slapping the "bones" on the table as loudly as 
possible when making a "play," as well as maintaining a 
constant stream of verbal banter between players. 
A team from Limon played the Puente team one Sunday 
and people from all around came to cheer their favorite 
team on. When the Puente team won, the cantina was filled 
with people "partying," by dancing and playing music. My 
"mother's" nephew, wife and child came in with the Limon 
team and had a midday dinner with us. 
Ferias are both for fun and profit. Either they are 
held to raise money for a special project or they are held 
for individual profit. Every Saturday in Li iron, a feria 
is conducted by vendors from various places in Limon province. 
A feria is an outdoor market where people display their 
goods. The goods can be a variety of items such as fresh 
fruits, vegetables, eggs, chickens, fish, meat, turtle when 
in season, lobster and handmade crafts. In Filadelphia, 
ferias are held every weekend. Sometimes people in Puente 
and West Brittany take things there to sell. The fun 
ferias are those held to raise money for community improve¬ 
ments. Usually, at the end of the day a baile is held. 
Often "chance," the lottery, is sold and bingo played. 
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Soccor, futbol, is very popular with all ages and 
sexes. The women watch while teams composed of young men 
from different communities play against each other. Puente 
has a soccer field next to the Catholic church. Baseball 
is also popular, but mostly played in Limon, as is basket¬ 
ball, where the conchas (courts) are located. 
People from West Brittany share in Puente activities 
because they do not have the facilities there. The cantina 
is gone and there is no field for soccer. With the two 
communities so closely related it is natural to go to 
Puente to participate in activities. 
Social Activities and Cohesiveness 
Two activities I participated in clearly illustrate 
the closeness of both communities to each other and to 
the larger urban center, Limon. One is "Nine Night" 
and the other is a Dorcas Society Anniversary. 
Nine Night is the culmination of nine previous nights 
of celebration after someone has been buried. At Nine 
Night, family members, friends and acquaintances gather 
at the home of the deceased to say a final goodbye. Beer, 
rum and food are provided, much of which is brought by the 
guests. Tables are set up where there is room for dominoes 
and card=playing. The Nine Night in West Brittany had 
an area outside the house where dominoes were played. 
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A shelter of palm and banana leaves protected parti¬ 
cipants from rain and lights were strung from makeshift 
beams of bamboo. Adjacent to the domino area were benches 
arranged in a square around a table. There the deceased's 
brother and two friends conducted singing. Different hymns 
were selected by the participants on the benches. The 
group of participants changed throughout the night but a 
core of singers remained until early the next day. The 
leaders found the tune for songs suggested by the rest of 
the group and everyone sang a. capella. 
Rum and soup were passed out to all guests and it 
was condidered rude to refuse to partake. The more rum and 
beer consumed, the better the Nine Night. A successful 
Nine Night is one when everyone is "well filled." 
At midnight, the immediate family gathered in the room 
of the deceased. They sang after which a person recited 
Psalm 91 from the Bible. Another song was sung by the 
family and those who could hear them in adjoining rooms. 
A long prayer was said by the deceased's sister and a 
few words were said by an elder son. After the last song, 
the corners of his bed ware turned up and the family hugged 
each other. Afterwards the family passed out sandwiches 
and hot chocolate with nutmeg. 
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Observance of Nine Night assists family and friends 
to reaffirm ties and to say a final farewell to a loved one. 
It also serves to signal the end of the deep mourning that 
disrupts daily routine. However, in West Brittany, some 
of the community members still gathered at the widow's 
house to socialize, drink and keep her company. There 
had not been a Nine Night in several years and this one 
gave people a chance to break routine and share their lives 
with each other again. 
The elderly were the main ones to orchestrate the 
religious part of Nine Night. Several of them lamented 
the fact that the previous nights were lacking in religious 
singing, prayer and scripture reading. They felt that 
the widow allowed her children too much say over the acti¬ 
vities. Therefore, the older people decided to make sure 
religious songs were sung and records played. 
The second function I attended was a special Dorcas 
Society Anniversary held at the Seventh Day Adventist Church 
in Limon. The Dorcas Society is a group of women, mainly 
elderly, who provide such services to the community as 
free meals, clothing, and financial assistance to needy 
people. At these functions they wear white. I attended 
a night service, 7:00 p.m., that lasted until around 10:00 
/■ 
to 10:30 p.m. Salutations from other Dorcas groups in Limon 
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Province were brought to this branch in the form of songs 
(sung without accompaniment) by the representative and 
monetary contributions. 
The chairperson was a man, but all the other officers 
were women. A skit was done to illustrate how Dorcas groups 
can help the community. A keynote address was given by 
the General Chairperson of the Dorcas Society in Limon 
Province. Since he was Spanish, his address was translated 
to the group by another church member. The majority of 
the people present were black. 
Afterwards, refreshments were served to all the guests. 
Paperware is not available in Limon at reasonable prices. 
Therefore, between servings, Dorcas members had to wash 
silverware, plates and cups for service. They served 
sandwiches, fresco (beverage similar to punch), ice cream 
and cake. 
Membership in the Dorcas Society helps elderly women 
remain an active part of their church and community. They 
help link the Seventh Day Adventist Church with the community. 
. / 
In fact, money raised by Dorcas Societies throughout Limon 
Province helped furnish piped water to a community without 
this service. Members also get a chance to socialize with 
friends, update information about their life and community, 
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and exchange ideas. Health is always a topic at these 
affairs and suggestions are given about how to cure any 
ailment. And when there is an Anniversary celebration, 
friends who normally do not see each other often have a 
chance to at that time. The Dorcas Society legitimizes 
actions done by elderly women in the Church. The older 
men are usually important members of the church governing 
body. Dorcas Society is a prestigious way for the woman 
to be a part of the church. 
Part II 
Family Organization 
Family Structure and Household Composition 
For the purposes of this study, a family, defined 
according to Murdock (1949) is as follows: 
a social group characterized 
by common residence, economic cooperation, 
and reproduction. It includes adults of 
both sexes, at least two of whom maintain 
a socially approved sexual relationship, and 
one or more children, own or adopted, of the 
sexually cohabiting adults. 
However, the definition must be expanded further to include 
a single adult and children or a group of adults and children, 
not necessarily engaged in a sexual relationship. In the 
communities studied, children do not have to be related to 
both mates to be considered family members. Family members 
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did not have to live at home continuously to be considered 
a part of the family unit. As Bryce-Laporte reported in 
1962, household and family are not congruent. A household 
can consist of family and non-family living together and 
sharing in part economic resources. Household composition 
could change at any time often dependent upon the avail¬ 
ability of employment or educational opportunities. Many 
of the young adults have to live where they can find work 
and come home whenever they can. Extended families, which 
are "two or more nuclear families affiliated through an 
extension of the parent-child relationship rather than the 
husband-wife relationship," (Murdock, 1949) are common as 
well. Often household members became adoptive of fictive 
kin, consequently becoming family members. I use family 
here because that is the sphere of influence regulating 
individual behavior. 
According to the data collected, 25 percent of those 
interviewed live completely alone. Half of those interviewed 
live in family groups of more than one member. One set 
of interviewees live in the same house but are not related 
or married. Fifty-eight percent live without mates and forty- 
two percent live with mates. In the case of the three friends 
that live together, one is a woman the other two are male. 
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One male friend sleeps in another house and takes his meals 
with the other two friends. The other male often lives in 
Limon for periods of time with his sister. A family of 
seven was the largest household in the sample. It con¬ 
sists of an older woman, her mate, two grandchildren and 
three great-grandchildren. The mate is not related to 
anyone in the family. He takes care of this woman and 
her children because he loves them and continues to be 
friendly with the woman's husband. The oldest respondent 
lives with her son and his children in West Brittany. she 
recently returned after living in Limon with the sister of 
her daughter's brother-in-lav;. None of the women inter¬ 
viewed lives alone. One man, who said he has a wife, has 
his meals brought to him by her because she lives in Limon 
and not with him. The couple I lived with have a nephew 
they raised from infancy that returns home from time to 
time. He lives where he can find work. 
Family Linkages and Support 
The blacks in Puente and west Brittany are closely 
related and families are intricately intertwined. In some 
way, all the people interviewed are related consanguineously 
or through marriage or adoption. Linkages between families 
and family members can be within the community, or extend 
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outside the community, the area, the region or the 
country. Families extend when members marry, seek 
better educational and employment opportunities and 
health care. The family I lived with has members who 
live in the small communities of Puente and West 
/ 
Brittany, in Limon, in Siguierres (a town located on 
the main road to San Jose), in San José, in Jamaica and 
in the United States. My "mother" grew up in Puente 
and lives a few hundred feet from her family home. The 
family home is owned by a sister who lives in the United 
States and rents it out to two families. My mother's 
other sister and brother live in Limon. The brother comes 
to Puente everyday to look after his finca and house. Until 
his death, her other brother lived in both west Brittany 
and Limon. In Limon he lived with one of his daughters 
/ 
so she could nurse him and he could be close to Limon 
Hospital. His wife divided her time between west Brittany, 
Limon, and Fortuna where another of her daughters lives. 
San Jose is a part of this linkage system, since most 
elderly have children living there. One woman, whose 
mother is the oldest respondent in the sample, went to 
San Jose for health treatment because her daughter lives 
there and can pay for the care through Seguro (Social 
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Security). If the hospital in Limon does not suffice, 
many go to San Jose and are able to stay with children 
or siblings who live there. 
Families here provide several types of support to 
members. Economic support is one of the important aspects 
of family cohesiveness. Those who live in the rural areas 
of the eastern lowlands often send fresh fruits and 
vegetables, chickens and baked goods back to family members 
living in urban centers. The families of Puente and West 
Brittany are no different. Family members living in Limon 
cai provide overnight housing for visiting family or 
those that must be in Puerto Limon early for travel or to 
conduct business. For example, my "mother," Tina, went to 
Guapiles with her church group. she left the day before 
to be fitted in a dress her sister had made for her and 
to stay with this sister so she could be at the church 
early enough to be able to leave with the group. Staying 
with her sister saved her the cost of a hotel room. Tina's 
dying brother, mentioned above, had better access to the 
hospital and to someone who could give him constant medical 
/ 
attention by staying in Limon. 
Sometimes people without children "adopt" the babies 
of other family members to raise as a way of helping out 
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financially. Mother Tina and her husband are childless 
but have raised her great-nephew from infancy and a small 
child as well, unrelated to either of them. The grand¬ 
mother discussed above is raising one of her great-grand¬ 
daughters because the mother cannot afford to take care 
of her. 
Members of the family living abroad often send money 
home to help support sisters, brothers, sons, daughters, 
and parents remaining in Costa Rica. They also send for 
family members to vacation with them. Goods are also sent 
eithe r through a network from Panama or when the member 
returns home for a visit. 
Support also comes from family members living outside 
Costa Rica in Nicaragua, Panama, the "States," and Jamaica. 
Ties are especially close between the United states and 
Puente/West Brittany and also between Panama and Puente/ 
West Brittany. Since items can be sent to Panama duty-free, 
family in the United States send things to family in Panama 
who in turn get them to Costa Rica. Family also bring things 
from the United States whenever they travel "back home." 
This summer, Mattie, Mother Tina's sister in the states, 
brought her shoes, salt, seasonings, matches and toiletries. 
In return she got foods that are hand to get in the United 
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States, such as breadfruit, plantains, pejibayes and 
banana vinegar. 
Emotional support undergirds the family structure. 
Members encourage each other in various endeavors, care for 
sick members, and reaffirm ties during the loss of a loved 
one. During visits, advice and criticism are part of every 
conversation. Deference is given to the older people in 
the way conversations are held -- profanity is either 
eliminated or spoken in another part of the house. Older 
people give out advice on all matters and support the 
efforts of the young people to gain employment. They often 
intercede on behalf of the grandchildren when there is a 
parent-child conflict. The elderly here encourage English 
speaking and lament the fact that the youngsters are losing 
their English speech. Sometimes the young scoff at their 
old ideas and the older people know it and accept it. But 
they still continue to give out advice to anyone who will 
listen. 
Some of the ways a family helps influence health care 
practices of its members have been mentioned above. The 
knowledge that a relative is located in San Jose/ or Limon 
helps facilitate the decision to go for treatment at these 
places, especially if long term care is needed. 
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It was not apparent from the sample interviewed or from 
observations whether the gender of the respondent affected 
how the respondent impacted on the family. Everyone used 
"bush" medicine and consulted with each other about what 
to use. The older women did tend to administer the 
medicines to family members more often than men, but 
both sexes have equal knowledge of health practices. For 
simple illnesses, the older person either was asked for 
advice or volunteered his or her services. No one sought 
in particular an older person, or just any "healer," it was 
just that, if caught sniffing or coughing around an older 
person, the health treatment would begin, befitting the 
illness or symptom. Miss Lucie in West Brittany often 
administered treatments whether asked to or not. It was 
general knowledge that she knew about the bush and traditional 
medicines. Her grandchildren use her treatments even if 
they dislike the taste. They believe these treatments can 
cure. 
Generally, the older people know more about the bush 
and traditional methods of health care. They are always 
glad to transmit this information especially to the young 
so it will not be lost. The older ones feel their children 
rely too much on the medicines from the Seguro or Puesto. 
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However, the general feeling is that the elderly know 
more about health and medicine and their advanced age 
is respected. 
CHAPTER III 
HEALTH PRACTICES IN PUENTE AND WEST BRITTANY 
Health Options and Alternatives 
There are a variety of health options available to 
the inhabitants of Puente and West Brittany, not all of 
which are adequate when used alone. Community members have 
the following health care options: 
1. Hospital/Clinic in Limon ^ 
2. Hospital/Clinic in San Jose/ 
3. Puesto in Puente and Caribe' 
4. Home Remedies and "Bush" / 
5. Private Doctors and Clinics-Limon and 
/ 
San José 
6. Brujos in Limon, San José, and Caribe 
The one doctor assigned to the various Puestos located 
throughout the Limon and Talamanca Regions cannot possibly 
provide adequate health care. He does not have his own 
transportation and has to rely on public transportation or a 
ride from some community member fortunate enough to have a 
car or truck. The Puesto in Puente is open infrequently and 
the health personnel there mainly service babies, children, 
and expectant mothers. Somewhat better health care is pro- 
/ / 
vided at the hospitals in Limon and San Jose under the 
Seguro System, but there are usually long waits for 
service at these hospitals. It is not always convenient 
or possible to travel to San Jose for health care. Usually 
the individual has to leave the day before the appointment 
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(called a cita) so he can be there early enough to be 
seen. This means the individual has to arrange to stay 
/ 
m San Jose overnight. Not all community members are 
financially able to utilize the services of brujos (witches), 
private doctors and private clinics. 
Health Care in Puente and West Brittany 
All blacks who are sixty and older in Puente were 
interviewed. A total of six persons belonging to four 
families in Puente and a total of six persons belonging to 
three families and one household were interviewed, which 
totalled twelve respondents in all. The oldest respondent 
was ninety-four years old and the youngest sixty-two years 
old. The women's ages ranged from sixty-two to ninety-four 
years and the men's ages ranged from sixty-seven to seventy- 
eight . 
All respondents and informants speak some form of 
English. A few of the respondents speak a patois that I 
had difficulty understanding when I first arrived and they 
in turn had some trouble understanding my English. six 
respondents are fluent in Spanish, five men and one woman. 
This was ascertained through observation and data gathered 
from the interview schedule (see Appendix). The other 
respondents have varying degrees of Spanish fluency, 
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sufficient to allow them to buy or sell goods, exchange 
greetings, and use public transportation. I ascertained 
literacy in Spanish and English through direct observation. 
Most of the respondents reported going to the English 
School even if they did not finish. Several taught them¬ 
selves to read and speak Spanish. As long as their eyesight 
remains fairly good, the Bible is an important means of re¬ 
taining English literacy for some of the respondents. 
In Puente and West Brittany, the elderly have adopted 
many modern conveniences while maintaining their traditional 
ways. Wood stoves are used to cook on as well as gas stoves. 
By utilizing both methods they can take advantage of the 
convenience of gas when needed, which is expensive. Both 
communities have electricity, enabling residents to have 
lights, refrigeration, television and radio (for those who 
can afford it). The family I lived with had refrigeration, 
a radio and television. Radio, which is played all day 
long, prevents isolation from local, national, and world 
events. All but one respondent were known to have radios 
in their homes and four respondents were known to have 
televisions. 
Traditional Health Care 
In talking to the respondents and observing daily 
behavior it became apparent that "bush" is used to cure 
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assorted illnesses and maintain health. "Bush" describes 
a variety of plant remedies and "the Bush" describes the 
jungle. Certain plants, identified by previous generations 
who have passed the knowledge down to their children, are 
known to cure illnesses. "Bush" is boiled and drunk as a 
"tea" daily. Respondents reported that they learned "bush" 
from their parents (in indirect response to several questions, 
see Appendix). One respondent, Mr. Leonard, said his father 
went into the woods three days before the full moon with his 
machete, axe and gun, returning with a bag full of "wild 
medicines." His father would store them in a room and brew 
what he needed in a tea. Mr. Leonard remembered a man coming 
to his father for consultation. After stepping into a room, 
he gave the man a bottle and charged him £200.00. The man 
said he would recommend him to anyone. Mr. Leonard's father 
also made his children drink "bush" to clean their blood 
and make them healthy. His father is still alive at ninety- 
eight years of age. 
Traditional medicine can be from "bush" or from common 
household items such as soaps, alcohol, and eggs. Uncommon 
household items are also used, such as electric oil which is 
oil that has had an electric current passed through it. 
Sometimes respondents combine "bush" and household items 
to make traditional medicines. For example, the "Black 
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Pepper Treatment" as we dubbed it, is a traditional remedy- 
used by my "mother" Miss Tina, and is known as her specialty. 
This was substantiated by other respondents' answers in 
the Macro Questionnaire. The treatment is used to cure 
sore throat. First Miss Tina checks to see if the palate 
has fallen, which she determines by noting whether the 
opening to the throat can be seen. If it is down, she 
takes black peper and places some on the small end of a 
spoon, has the person open their mouth, where she shoves 
the spoon down their throat pulling the hair at the top 
of the head. The person is not allowed to swallow for about 
five minutes, if possible. Fallen palate is caused by catch¬ 
ing a cold, especially if bare feet are placed on a cold 
cement floor, according to Miss Tina. She cites this as one 
reason she does not like cement floors and prefers a wooden 
house. Sometimes Miss Tina has the person gargle with banana 
vinegar. 
The following is a partial description of bush and 
traditional remedies (Appendix): 
Amoeba Bush Plant used to cure "amoeba 
sickness," caused by a "bug" 
in the stool. Main symptom 
is diarrhea. 
"Punch" Drink made from some type of 
alcohol (rum, brandy, or beer) 








Lime and Salt 
black bear (an elixir), aloe 
vera. There are several recipes 
for punch. It is used for colds, 
flu and general sick feelings. 
The seeds taken from the pod when 
it bursts are placed in a jar and 
covered with rum. After it ferments 
it can be used as an antidote for snake 
bite. Hot, boiled eggs placed directly 
on the wound draw the poison. A "shot" 
of bisons mixture taken before going 
to a party protects that person from 
poison if they feel an enemy is trying 
to poison them. If poison is ingested 
the person will immediately throw up 
because of the bisons mixture on his 
stomach. 
Plants with a bitter taste, used to 
fight fever sometimes. Also adds 
bitterness to the blood. 
Place directly on a wound to stop 
the bleeding. 
Made into a tea and used as a cold 
remedy with Madero Negro. 
Plant made into a tea and used as a 
cold or flu remedy. Used with other 
bushes and for other sicknesses. Used 
with mango leaf and tree black to "melt" 
a blood clot. 
Plant made into a tea and used in a 
variety of ways such as to increase 
appetite, build the blood and make it 
bitter. Used with other plants to 
"purge" the body (causes diarrhea to 
clean out the body. Used with lemon 
grass to cure fever. 
















Several varieties (peppermint or 
English mint, French and American) 
Used to cool the blood or just as 
a tea to drink (like cowfoot). 
When boiled with garlic, chicken 
gizzard (dried skin from gullet) and 
a little sugar, used to stop vomitting. 
Also used to stop diarrhea. 
Aloe vera plant. Used in punches to 
cure colds and flu. Rub swollen areas 
with plant to relieve swelling. Also 
used in other remedies. 
Peas from the plant are boiled in water 
with a little salt to gargle with for sore 
throat. 
Used for headache. Wet the cacao with 
.vingar and tie on head. Drink lime 
in water or tie a piece of lime on top 
of the head. 
Prickly pear cactus. Boiled in water 
and drunk for low blood pressure. 
Root boiled and drunk to improve blood 
pressure and cleanse the blood. Bright 
red when boiled. 
Plant boiled and used to stop gas. 
Also, used as a herb. 
Leaves are boiled to make a tea for 
babies. Supposed to make them grow 
up strong and put weight on them. 
Rub cloves on the neck of a child with 
fever because the worm is thought to 
cause the fever and is drawn out by 
the garlic. The child also drinks 
garlic boiled in water with some sugar 
added to it. 
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Casava Melon Leaves are boiled to make a tea 
for blood pressure. 
Jack-in-The- Leaves boiled in water to drink for 
Bush colds. 
Fever Grass Same as above. 
Ginger Boiled in water and put in basin to 
soak sore parts. Used for arthritis. 
Wild Cinna Boiled to make a tea to keep the 
pressure down and clean out boils. 
Cornstarch Drink as a cold "fresco" (which is 
like punch in the U. S.) to stop 
diarrhea. 
Other remedies include drinking honey and lime for 
coughs, or grapefruit juice, or coconut milk, or eating a 
semi-sweet orange; drinking coconut milk with brandy for weak 
feelings or fevergrass boiled strong with lime in it for fever. 
Boils can be burst by bathing the affected part in warm salt 
water then placing a rag with honey and flour on it. 
Drinking bush teas everyday, not necessarily for specific 
cures, is part of maintaining health according to those inter¬ 
viewed. Eating properly is very important and this means 
eating three times a day at regular hours. Respondents also 
named plantains and any type of porridge as foods especially 
good for health maintenance. All respondents talked about 
periodic "purges" to wash out the body. Either a bush or 
over-the-counter drugs are used to purge. A good wash out 
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is considered essential for good health. Washouts are also 
used to get rid of medicines in the body and to stop their 
action. 
Health Beliefs About Blood 
Respondents made constant reference to health beliefs 
concerning blood. Clean blood is important for health main¬ 
tenance as well and two "bushes," sorecy and chainey root, are 
used to do this. Mr. Leonard not only explained the precise 
use of chainey root to "clean blood pretty," but gave me a 
piece to bring back to the States. Below is a description 
of how to use the root to "clean up the blood:" 
The root, a reddish tan in color, is 
placed in a pot and covered with water. 
Usually only a piece is used, cut from 
the larger root. The "tea" is deep red 
in color, like blood, after being boiled. 
It can be kept in the refrigerator and 
drunk from time to time like water. To 
specifically clean the blood it is taken 
for nine mornings in succession, but no 
more than nine mornings. More can kill 
you by "bursting the brain." The red 
root called "the man-one" is the only 
root used. A female version, "the 
woman-one" is white and according to 
Mr. Leonard, "she no good." When the 
tea turns white, it is thrown out and 
some more boiled. 
Another way to clean the blood and start circulation is by 
using the plants, sorecy, cinna, bitters (Jack Ass) and country 
ibo. Sorecy, bitters and country ibo should be drunk for only 
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nine mornings, more will drop the pressure. For one in¬ 
formant, sorecy should be drawn up when there is a full 
moon, put into a bag to dry, then boiled. When it cools 
down a little salt is added. Country ibo grows like a 
"wis" which is a plant whose name cannot be spoken when 
looking for it. The person seeking it must walk quietly 
and their foot will touch it. At that time the smell will 
be apparent and can be picked. 
Blood is a central measure of health according to 
responses from informants and respondents. Blood is talked 
about frequently and especially when health is discussed. 
This seems to be a carry over from Jamaica. The respondents, 
especially the key respondents, believe the blacks or coloreds 
have stronger blood than the Spanish. To substantiate their 
beliefs, they cite how quickly the Spanish age in physical 
appearance, illnesses they get that blacks do not, like 
empacho (a stomach ailment), and how easily they get sick. 
Use of Pharmacies and Home Remedies 
Residents of both Puente and West Brittany have access 
to the pulperias in Puente and the various stores and boticas 
(pharmacies) in Limon that carry over-the-counter medications. 
The Seguro/Hospital in Limon fills its own prescriptions for 
little or no cost to those on Pension. The Seguro/Hospital 
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also provides treatment for most illnesses and diseases, 
such as heart trouble, arthritis, cancer, stomach problems 
and fevers. Babies are delivered there, if the mother can 
get to Limon in time. Injections are used for a myriad of 
illnesses from colds to arthritis (and everything between). 
Medicines in the botica range from aspirin to ointments. 
Pills for bilis, ointments, Alka Seltzer and Phillips Milk 
of Magnesia can also be found there. Below is a partial 













Ointment used for rubbing on 
sore body areas and chest and nose 
for colds. Salicylate, a substance 
made from willows to relieve pain 
is the main ingredient. Menthol is 
also a component of the ointment. 
Dropped in water and drunk to stop 
constipation. 
Used to purge the body. 
Relieves pain, similar to aspirin. 
Given at the Seguro for weignt 
loss. 
Given at the Seguro for worms, 
arthritis and heart trouble. 
Rubbed on skin to relieve itching. 
Rubbed on skin to cool it and ease 
itching. 
Bilis Pills Purchased at the boutica for bilis. 
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Alka Seltzer Purchased at the botica or 
pulperia for upset stomach. 
Milk of Magnesia Used for stomach ache 
Vitamins When available — usually get 
them from the States, brands such 
as Theragram. 
Epsom Salts Placed in warm water and used as 
a purge or to relieve dizziness. 
Dr. Ross's Pills General, all purpose pill that 
can be purchased at the botica. 
Key informants let it be known that they are willing to 
try new or different types of medicines. For example, Miss 
Tina requested that i leave some aspirins with her after she 
tried them for a couple of days. She also asked me to leave 
some oil I had been using on my skin to relieve the itching 
attendant to mosquito bites . Miss Regina asked me to send 
her some vitamins if I could. 
Attitudes Toward Government Health Services 
The Puesto de Salud is located in Puente toward the 
southern end of town nearer the river and bridge. The rail¬ 
road tracks run parallel to the road in front of the Puesto. 
Directly across from the Puesto is the road that leads up 
the hill toward the water treatment plant, as well as the Post 
Office/jail. The Puesto is convenient to most of the people 
in Puente. Miss Tina brings the nurse auxiliary breakfast, 
the midday meal, whenever she is at the Puesto. 
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For the residents of West Brittany, however, the 
Puesto is not easily accessible. The walk into that part 
of Puente, which is its center of activities, is about one 
and a half kilometers. The walk is especially discouraging 
to make with the knowledge that the Puesto will very likely 
be closed. 
The Puesto does not always operate according to the 
posted hours. Sometimes the nurse auxiliary conducts home 
visits and there is no health aide to keep the Puesto open. 
The doctor is scheduled to visit there four to six times a 
year. To date, the doctor has only been there twice this 
year. According to the nurse auxiliary, most of the patients 
served by the Puesto are infants, children, the mothers of 
infants and children and pregnant women. Part of Mary, the 
nurse auxiliary's responsibilities are to weigh infants 
and children up to five years old to determine whether they 
are eligible for the Nutrition Program sponsored by the 
Ministerio de Salud. One day, from about 12:55 p.m., to 
1:53 p.m., women and children from Puente and other surround¬ 
ing communities were observed being weighed to establish 
their eligibility for nutritional assistance. That day, 
fifty-six underweight babies and children were identified 
and listed in the records. cards issued to the mothers 
are redeemed for milk and cereal for the children. The food 
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is issued in a large room adjoining the Puesto on designat¬ 
ed days and lunches are also prepared there to be given to 
children that need them. On such a day as described above, 
the nurse Mary is usually too busy to handle anything other 
than an emergency. On other days, Mary administers injec¬ 
tions against parasites to children. She will take blood 
pressure upon request. However, the Puesto is not equipped 
enough to adequately handle a wide range of health problems. 
. / / 
Limon and San Jose are the preferred locations for ob¬ 
taining health care. Those on Social Security go to the Seguro 
for health care since it is part of their Pension plan and 
free. There are also doctors in Limon whom some respondents 
said they prefer to patronize. Respondents feel that the 
doctors there "sound you" better, which is when the heart 
and lungs are checked with a stethoscope and other body parts 
are checked too. The doctors also let their patients know 
what is wrong with them. Respondents say that the Seguro 
doctors fail to tell them their diagnosis, and the doctors 
gave them medicines and appointments without giving them 
any explanations. According to several informants, the 
Seguro doctors give everyone the same medicines and pills. 
San Jose'' is thought to have better health care services 
since it has more doctors, better facilities and better 
medicines. In one instance, a dying cancer patient spent 
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time between Limon and San Jose. Whenever he suffered 
a crisis or needed a complete check up, he was sent to 
San Jose. 
One respondent had major surgery performed on her in 
Panama because her daughter made provision for her health 
care in her insurance plan. Her daughter cared for her while 
she convalesced from surgery on her ovaries. She was there 
six months with two other grandchildren. When it is time 
for her check up, Miss Emelia has the paperwork necessary 
for a full evaluation of her health condition. she's sixty-two. 
How The Elderly Perceived Their Health Status 
All the black elderly observed are ambulatory. Miss 
Tina's brother, David, the cancer patient discussed above, 
was the only person above sixty known to be ill enough to 
need nursing. He lived in west Brittany but at the time 
the research team arrived, he had moved to Limon to live 
with a daughter who could nurse him. Later, he died. There 
had not been a death among the black elderly in those two 
communities for several years, since Miss Lisa's husband 
died in 1975. 
Basically, the elderly feel their health status is 
from good to fair. None reported feeling poor. Sixty 
percent said they felt from good to fair. Drinking bush, 
sleeping and eating regularly are ways the elderly believe 
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they can maintain good health. Another common belief 
is that a person lives past seventy (three score and ten 
years) because God has blessed them and they have a strong 
body. 
Sixty percent had false teeth and eighty percent said 
their hearing is good. Most reported their health only 
hindered their activities somewhat. Seventy percent said 
they had not spent any days within the past year in bed or 
hospitalized. Miss Emelia was the only case of long term 
hospitalization and that was only for two weeks off and on. 
Only the ninety-four year old woman needs assistance to walk 
and that is due to a fall she suffered this past Spring. She 
uses a cane. The rest of the respondents walk varying amounts 
daily, according to what needs to be done. 
Respondents reported participating in a variety of daily 
or weekly activities. Some worked in the bush at their finca, 
harvesting plantains, bananas, pejibayes, or cacao; shopping 
at the markets in Limon; attending church; fishing; washing 
clothes or feeding chickens, dogs and horses. It was acti¬ 
vities like those describsd above that the elderly report 
engaging in as a response to question number sixty-six on 
the Micro schedule. 
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Health Beliefs 
All the respondents said that older people have more 
knowledge about staying healthy than young people (Micro 
Schedule, Appendix). The overwhelming reason for that 
answer is that old people have lived longer and learned 
more. When asked if old people know more about helping 
sick people than younger people,all but one (no response) 
answered yes. Again, experience was the main reason they felt 
the old know how to help better;also they adhere to bush and 
traditional remedies. The respondents agreed (with one 
exception and one no response) that there are not special 
illnesses or sicknesses only older people get. It depends 
mainly upon the strength of one's blood and whether a 
person "mashed up" their body when young. "Mashing up" 
is a term that describes the effects of too much drinking, 
partying and staying up late. It can include eating the 
wrong foods, and eating irregularly. They believe in the 
old remedies and treatments. Bush is used first and, if in 
a few days the illness is not cured, they go to the hospital 
or a doctor. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ACTIVE ELDERLY OF PUENTE AND WEST BRITTANY 
Part I 
Application of the Disengagement Theory 
General Discussion 
The elderly studied in Puente and West Brittany differ 
from the original group studied in Kansas City racially, 
economically, and healthwise. Racially, the group in Kansas 
City was white and the group in Puente and West Brittany black; 
the former group had a higher economic status than the latter 
group and was healthier overall. Disengagement from society 
was welcomed by the elderly studied in Kansas City. The 
elderly in Puente and West Brittany, however, do not express 
or manifest through behavior the desire to withdraw from 
society. In fact, the future is not taken for granted nor 
is it feared or dwelled upon. Their attitude is reflected 
in the phrase, "If God Spare Your Life," which means that 
nothing is guaranteed or promised to you. People do make 
provision for the future, but they just try not to be pre¬ 
occupied with it. One elderly couple is putting away money 
for the time when they may be too sick to travel between 
Limon and Puente and will need to stay near the hospital 
in Limon. 
The black elderly in Puente and West Brittany do not 
appear to be disengaged from roles or community as defined 
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by Cumming and Henry in 1961. Relationships between 
elderly and other members of the society were not ob¬ 
served to be severed. The elderly were not in the process 
of lessening ties to other community members. The communi¬ 
ties do not seem to be seeking replacement of its elderly 
members but include them in community functions and 
activities. Elderly people continue to participate in 
community activities,visit friends, neighbors and relatives, 
religious activities and their work at home or elsewhere. 
Although not as physically able as in earlier years, the 
elderly still have daily intercourse with neighbors and 
friends and form attachments to other people continuously. 
Description of the Elderly's Activities 
Discussed below are the ways the elderly in both 
communities remain integral components of their society. 
Child-rearing; continued employment; recreational, religious 
and political activities; coordination of family events; and 
work in "the bush" and at home are the types of behavior 
and interactions still engaged in by the elderly here. 
Miss Emelia and her mate, Mr. Jim, have taken on the 
responsibility of raising five of Miss Emelia's grand¬ 
children. They range in age from two years old to seventeen 
years old. Raising these children replicates the child-rearing 
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process of their earlier /ears. Now they are taking on 
the responsibility of another generation of children. In 
effect, they are re-engaging by taking on the role of 
parents. Their case is not unique. Miss Tina attends 
special programs at the escuela (school) given by the 
children there although she has none of her own and does 
not understand very much Spanish. Miss Tina talked of 
adopting another child for companionship after I left. 
Mr. Walter, at seventy-one, built a boat to fish in 
because he does not like to buy the fish sold in Limon 
because it is frozen if it is not bought the day it is 
caught. It took about three weeks for him to completely 
finish the boat, carving it out of the trunk of a sandbox 
tree, smoothing and painting it at the side of the river. 
When it was time for him to bring it out of "the bush," he 
was assisted by neighbors and friends (one was from West 
Brittany) of varying ages. The boat is quite heavy and 
had to be partially lifted, partially dragged on roller 
sticks. It is kept at the mouth of the river that flows 
past Puente, at a friend's residence. Mr. Walter takes 
the 6:00 a.m. bus to his young friend's house at the 
river's mouth. He usually fishes all day and takes the 
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bus that leaves Limon at 5:30 p.m. back to Puente. When 
he took the boat out for the first time, he had to paddle 
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downstream, dragging it at times when the water became 
too shallow. Upon his return home that day, his back 
was extremely sore. Miss Tina rubbed him down with cofal, 
rubbing alcohol and lanetol. His activities for the next 
couple of days were curtailed. 
Fifty percent of the respondents go to town two to 
four days out of the week and thirty percent go three times 
a week, the rest less. All but one respondent go there 
without walking aids. Sixty percent fix their own meals or, 
of the forty percent who do not or do so infrequently, most have 
a daughter, mate or friend do it for them. However, they 
all usually do their own housework or yardwork, labor which 
is divided according to sex of the person. Yardwork entails 
chopping the bush around the house with a machete to prevent 
it from overgrowing yard and house. 
When asked if there are special activities or special 
things the old people do together in their communities, 
sixty percent said no. This is partly because there is 
little time for leisure. The twenty percent that said 
yes talked of the daily activities, not any special 
group activities. The rest did not respond. Although 
sixty percent said the government had no programs especially 
for the elderly, forty percent did mention the pension 
provided by Social Security (Seguro). It was not considered 
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a special program, just a function of the government. 
Some talked about the "Poorhouse," located just outside 
Limon on the road to Puente and Caribe. Miss Emelia said 
she would live in the Poorhouse if she could not care for 
herself (see Micro Questionnaire, Appendix). However, from 
subsequent conversations it is apparent that she would pro¬ 
bably not go there because she has two daughters that would 
care for her, one in Panama and the other in the United 
States. Those who live in the Poorhouse are said to have 
"nothing," meaning no land, house or other resources, and 
no one to care for them. The other respondents reported 
that they had family and friends to care for them if they 
became incapacitated. 
The elderly transmit their knowledge of bush and 
traditional remedies to those willing to learn them. This 
is done orally, by relating anecdotes over illness treat¬ 
ments or by actually administering treatment. Since it 
is believed by blacks that they are better adapted to the 
eastern lowlands than the Spaniards, the knowledge vh ich 
the elderly possess is considered important. Spanish 
influence has increased with each generation and many 
adults feel the young people will not value or retain 
knowledge about the remedies and foods used by previous 
generations. When a neighbor, friend, or family member is 
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ill, an elderly member will offer advice or provide 
a remedy. In some cases, money is loaned if the person needs 
it or their children are taken care of. Bryce-Laporte found 
in 1962 that the general belief in West Brittany was that 
the older people possessed special knowledge and skill to 
farm successfully and younger people went to them for advice. 
This is still valid today. 
The respondents do not believe old people have defined 
roles in the community. Rather they continue doing the 
things they have always done. Even though sixty is the 
official age of retirement, some delay retirement until 
their health is somewhat impaired. On the surface this 
would be considered delayed disengagement, but in this 
community work is prolonged largely out of economic necessity. 
The government encourages retirement so young people can be 
employed (Saninar on Medical Anthropology, 1983). 
Analysis 
The health care practices discussed in Chapter Three 
show elderly people continuing to take active parts in 
their own health care and their family's. The first part 
of this chapter illustrates continued interactions between 
the elderly studied and others in their communities. In 
Puente and West Brittany the aging process does not mean 
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a withdrawal or disengagement by the aging person,, 
and it does not necessarily follow that the person decreases 
his interactions with others in his society as postulated 
by Cumming and Henry (1961) . 
This theory (disengagement) has been set forth to ex¬ 
plain the intrinsic aging process that takes place as people 
age. However, it is not applicable to Limonense culture as 
I found it. The elderly in Puente and West Brittany are not 
preparing for death nor is their society preparing to replace 
them. Life beyond seventy is seen as a blessing and a gift 
from God for those who are strong, especially if one can re¬ 
main reasonably healthy. One vivid example is that of the 
recently widowed seventy-one year old mother who won a prize 
for being the oldest mother present at the Mother's day Baile 
(dance). Such public contests like the one described above 
positively reinforce elderly participation in community 
events and subtly reminds younger members that life can 
continue into old age. 
Cumming and Henry (1961) originally explained variations 
in the disengagement process to be caused by societal pressures. 
These pressures are due to the differing roles of men and 
women. Men worked outside the home and women inside it. 
Men and women in Puente and West Brittany work together in 
"the bush," in family businesses like the cantina or pulperia, 
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or around the home. Some jobs are dominated by men, 
such as fishing, dock work and railroad work (on and off 
the track) . The variable of temperament did not seem to 
be relevant to this study as a possible explanation for 
variations in disengaging among individuals. Respondents 
seemed to have various temperaments and still did not 
disengage. 
I agree with Estes (1979) that using disengagement 
theory as a framework for establishing aging policy will 
exclude the aged from society and legitimizes retirement 
policies. Disengagement cannot be universally applied 
to all cultures. The sample Cumming and Henry (1961) used 
was too singular to effectively expand the theory to all 
aged in all societies. Their assumptions did not take 
into consideration differing socialization and encultura- 
tion processes that influence an individual throughout 
his lifetime. 
Part II 
Summary and Conclusions 
Tnis study has shown the health care practices of 
elderly blacks in Puente and West Brittany. They use 
traditional medicines and "bush" remedies. Western medical 
techniques and services for health care are also utilized. 
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The theory of disengagement did not prove applicable to 
the group studied. They remain an integral part of the 
communities they live in and interact with. 
Because health care services provided through the 
government are inadequate to serve the health needs of 
its elderly in Puente and West Brittany, the elderly use 
a combination of whatever kind of health care that is 
available. Simultaneous use of Western and traditional 
methods of health care is not always practiced. Respondents 
alternate between the two methods. It was found that a 
major problem with receiving health care from physicians 
at the Hospital/Seguro is that the doctors do not advise 
their patients of their diagnosis or medical problem. 
Little faith is placed in the "Seguro medicines1' as they 
are called, because patients feel that the same medicine 
is prescribed for all illnesses . Lack of communication be¬ 
tween doctors and patients leads to misconceptions about 
treatment for both parties. Patients return home and do 
not use the medicines given or prescribed to them by the 
doctors. Doctors also need to tell patients whether or 
not an illness can be cured. Patient expectations are 
are not always communicated to the doctor and, therefore, 
should be elicited from the patient. 
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I suggest that both patient and doctor become better 
acquainted with the expectations and roles of the other 
party. Even though there is little time given to each 
patient at the time of the cita (appointment), some time 
can be spent talking with the patient. Respondents expressed 
reluctance to discuss traditional medicines and "bush" cures 
with physicians because they believe the doctors would ridi¬ 
cule them. 
The Costa Rican government needs to assign more physicians 
to the Puestos located throughout the Limon and Talamanca 
Provinces in order to properly service the rural communities. 
Health programs need to be developed for all segments of 
the population instead of concentrating on the younger 
segment of the population. The government must begin to 
realize that the elderly are an asset to a community rather 
than a liability and that the elderly are willing to remain 
a part of society. The government must also become sensitiz¬ 
ed to the unique cultures present in the eastern lowlands 
and the health beliefs the people there possess. For example, 
an awareness of beliefs about blood can help a physician 
effectively prescribe medication or treatment that are 
consistent with these beliefs. Sensitivity also includes 
having hospitals, clinics and Puestos staffed with physicians 
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and other health personnel who can speak English in those 
areas where patients are English-speaking as well as in the 
capital, San Jose. To achieve these goals, more studies 
should be done in the eastern lowlands, which includes 
the Limon region, and they would be especially effective if 
done by native Costa Ricans. The Ministerio de Salud needs 
to employ blacks within its various departments. At the time 
of this study there was not a black on staff in that office 
(Seminar on Medical Anthropology, 1983). 
The original disengagement study should be replicated 
in a variety of cultures if the theory is to be applied 
universally. In recent conversation it was suggested that 
disengagement most likely occurs when an individual suffers 
from a chronic illness and is not age-specific. 
When policy is made concerning health services for 
minority elderly, assessment needs to be made concerning 
existing health practices. More effective policies can be 
established when the governing agencies are well-informed. 









Source: R. Biesanz, K. Biesanz, and M.H. 
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DELETIONS AND ADDITIONS MADE TO 
MICRO SCHEDULE 
The following questions were deleted: 
Questions Number 16, 17, 45 and 50-53. 
The word excellent was deleted from Questions 12 and 13. 
The section on Mental Health was deleted. 
On Question Number 33 the following was deleted: 
Also see chart-general health questionnaire. 
The following questions were added: 
49a. Are there sicknesses only old people get? 
66a. Are there special programs for old people provided 
by the government? 
If you became too sick to care for yourself, who would 
care for you? 
APPENDIX II 
ELDERLY HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE 
I. Introduction, explanation of this visit, purpose of questions, use of questions, and confidentiality. 
II. Health Profile 
Household Composition 
1. Who lives in this house with you? 
Name Relationship Age ,Sex Languages Spoken Descent of Adults Religion Place of Birth 
2. Is there anyone 
yes  
3. Is there anyone 
yes  
4. How many living 
a. How many of 
5. How many living 
a. How many of 
else in your family whose health care you are responsible for? 
no name  relationship_ 
who is responsible for your health care? 
no name relationship 
6. How many living 
a. How many of 
brothers and sisters do you have?  
them live in the La Bomba area, that is, within walking distance?^ 
children do you have?  
them live in the La Bomba area, that is, within walking distance?^ 
grandchildren do you have?_ 
them live in the La Bomba area, that is, within walking distance?_ 
7. Have there been any deaths in your household? yes  no  
Cause 
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8. Have you or your family members had any illness or physical problems in the past year, 
more or less? 
See chart-general health questionnaire 
9. Do you/they still have any of these problems?  
10. Which are your or family members most serious health problems? 
See chart-general health questionnaire 
I would like to ask you about some specific health problems you or members of your 
family may have experienced. 
11. Do you or family members have or have they had in the past a problem with the following? 
See chart-general health questionnaire 












14. How are your teeth—excellent, good, fair, or poor, or do you have no teeth of your own 





5 No teeth of your own (no teeth at all) 
6 No teeth of your own, but wear dentures (false teeth, teeth substitutes) 
Not answered 






16. Is your health now better, about the same, or worse than it was 10 years ago? 
3 Better 
2 About the same 
0 Worse 
Not answered 
17. How concerned do you feel about your health troubles—not concerned, mildly concerned, 
moderately concerned, or very concerned? 
3 Not concerned 
2 Mildly concerned 
1 Moderately concerned 
0 Very concerned 
Not answered 
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.8. How much do your health troubles stand in the way of your doing the things you 
want to do—not at all, a little (some), or a greàt deal? 
3 Not at all 
2 A little (some) 
0 A great deal 
Not answered 
:il. Illness Behavior 
.9. Do you/have you or your family members received treatment from: 
See chart-general health questionnaire 
:0. During the past year how many days all together were you 
of the day because of illness or health condition? 
0 N  4 
1 A week or less 5 
2 More than a week but less than one month 6 
3 1-3 months 
in bed all or most 
4-6 months 
7-9 months 
10 months or more 
Not answered 
1. Did you spend any of these days in a hospital or 
0 None 
1 A week or less 
2 More than a week but less than one month 
3 1-3 months 
(nursing home, convey that type of idea] 
4 4-6 months 
5 7-9 months 
6 10 months or more 
- Not answered 
2. When you have a health problem, who do you ask for advice? (circle/rank-do not name) 
self pharmacist  
relative neighbor  
doctor healer  
nurse other  name/title  
3. When someone is sick, what are the factors that help you decide when it is time to get 
some help?  
4. Who makes the health care decision? 
5. What are the factors that help you decide where to go? 
6. When someone in your household is sick, what is the first thing you do? 
7. What if that doesn't work? 
8. Who has helped you the most with you or your ' family 's health problems? 
Explain 
29. Is there any kind of health care method you would never use? yes 
What kind and why?  
no 
30. How could health care be better here? 
31. Do you know of someplace where health care is better? 
Where?  Why? 
yes no 
I am going to name some things you may have felt or experienced. 
32. Do you or any family members have a problem with any of the following? 
See chart-general health questionnaire-symptoms 
IV. Health Seeking Behavior 
33. What do yoa do t;o stay healthy?  
Also see chart-general health questionnaire 
34. Do you use tobacco? yes  no  If so, what kind (i.e. snuff, cigar, pipe) 
a. Do you smoke anything else? yes  no  If so, what?  
35. Do you drink alcoholic beverages? yes  no  How often?  
What ?  
36. a. Does anyone else in your family drink alcoholic beverages? yes  no  
relationship what?  
37. c. Is alcohol ever a problem for anyone in your family or neighborhood? yes  no 
38. When you or someone in the family is sick are there certain foods which will make 
you or them feel better? yes  no  What kinds?  
39. Are there any medicines? yes  no  What kinds? 
a. Where do you get them?  
b. Method of payment?  
40. Any special cures? yes  no  What kinds? 
41. Do members of your household (including yourself) have checkups? 
See chart-general health questionnaire 
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7. Health Beliefs and Attitudes 
42. What do you think causes people to get sick? 
43. What kinds of people get sick more often than others? 
44. How does someone take care of themself? 
45. Do you believe that [say each item in chart] could make a person sick? 
See chart-general health questionnaire 
46. What is good health?  
47. What kinds of people are usually healthy? 
a. Why ? 
48. Do you think old people have more knowledge about staying healthy than the 
young people? yes  no  Why?  
49. Do you think old people know more about helping sick people than the younger 
people? yes  no  Why?  




What kinds of aids do you use to help you get around? 
a. cane? 
b. walker? 
c. leg brace? 
d. back brace? 
e. glasses? 
f. other device?(SPECIFY) 
50. Do you get in and out of bed: 
without any help or aid 
only with some help (from a person or device) or 
person or device) or 
don't get in and out of bed 
unless someone lifts you? 
51. Yes No 
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52. Do you take a bath or shower... 
2 Without help, 
1 With some help in getting in and out the tub 
0 Or only with complete help? 
Not answered 
[If 2 is given skip a.] 
a. Could you take a bath or shower... 
2 Without help, 
1 With some help in getting in and out the tub 
0 Or only with complete help? 
Not answered 
53. Do you get to the bathroom (privy) in time, or do you sometimes wet or soil 
yourself (either day or night)? 
2 Never 
1 Sometimes (more than once a week) 
Not answered 
[If 2 is given skip a.] 
a. How often? 
1 Once or twice a week 
0 Three times a week or more 
Not answered 
54. How far do you usually walk a day? 
a. Next door  
b. To a neighbor 2 or 3 houses away  
c. Length of La Bomba  
d. About 1/2 a km  
e. 1 or more km  
f. Other 
55. When you walk is it ? 
Without h p 3 
With some help (have someone to 
help or accompany you) r, 2 
Don't you go at all (unless 
special arrangements are made? 1 
56. About how often do you go into town? 
Never 1_ 
Less than once a month 2 
Once a month 3_ 
2 r 3 times a month 4 
Once a week 5 
2-4 days a week 6_ 
5 days a week or more 7 
Do you go to the market? yes  no  sometimes  
Without lp 3 
With some help, or 2 
Are you completely unable to 
go to the market? 1 
57. 
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58. Do you prepare your own meals? Your family's meals? 
yes  no  sometimes  yes  no  sometimes  
Without h lp 3 
With some help, or 2 
Don't you fix any meals at all? 1 
a. Why is it that you (have some help/don't fix meals at all)? 
b. Who helps you?  
59. Do you do your own housework? Your family's housework? 
yes  no  sometimes  yes  no  sometimes  
Without h lp 3  
With some help, or 2  
Don't you do housework at all? 1  
a. Why is it that you (have some help/don't do housework at all)? 
b. Who helps you? 
60. Do you do your own gardening/outside work? 
yes  no  sometimes  
Without help 3 
With some help, or 2 
Don't do gardening/outside work at all? 1 
VII. Mental Health Yes No 
61. In the past year have you 
a. been sevërely depressed? 
b. had major fears or anxieties (i.e. 
worried a very great deal about something?) 
c. had suicidal thoughts or wishes? 
62. In the past year have you had any of the following problems? 
a. major problems with your memory 
b. you sometimes don't know the time of day? 
day of week, or season? 
c. you sometimes don't know where you are? 
d. you sometimes become confused in conversation? 
e. felt like you weren't yourself? 
f. felt like someone else was trying to control you? 
VIII. Role Behavior 
63. What is your position here in La Bomba? 
64. What is your position within your family? 
65. When are people considered old (elderly) in La Bomba? 
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66. Are there special activities or special things old people do here (in La Bomba)? 
yes  no  What are they?  
67. What role do you believe old people have in this community? 
58. Do you believe you possess any special knowledge that younger people need? 




Who provides the discipline in your family? 
a. you e. your son-in-law 
b. your spouse f. your daughter-in-law 
c. your son g. other(specify) 
d. your daughter 
Who has 
a. 






b. your spouse f. your daughter-in-law 
c. your son g- other(specify) 
d. your daughter 
What do you do to help the family financially? 
72. Do you think it is important to retain (keep) Jamaican ways? yes  no 
a. Why?  
b. How do you accomplish this? 
IX. Demographics 
73. How long has your family lived in this area of Costa Rica?  
a. Where before here?  
74. Income information-See chart general health questionnaire 
75. If you have Social Security, have your used these benefits at the health clinic 
or other health facility? yes  no  If not, why?  
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76. Do you pay for health care at the clinic? yes  no  
a. Your family for you? yes no  
b. If no, would you be willing to pay for health care at the clinic or the 
hospital? yes  no  Why?  
77. Who decides how the household income is spent on health care? 
78. How much school have you and members of your household completed? 
See chart-general health questionnaire 
79. What is your biggest problem in getting health care? (rank and yes/no) 
transportation discrimination  
language too long a wait at the healer/docto 
cost  
too long a wait to get an appointment  health care too far away  
lack of information other  
80. Would you use the clinic again (if used before)? yes  no  
a. Why/why no?  
What changes could be made that would make it easier for you to get your 




Cuestionario de Salud / Health Questionaire 
I .Introduccion, explicacion de la vista, proposito de las preguntas, uso de las preguntas y confidencialidad. 
Introduction,explanation of visit, purpose of questions, use of questions, and confidentiality. 
II. Perfil de salud / Health profile. 
I. iQuienes viven en la casa? 
Who are the members of your household? 
Nombre Relacion Edad Sexo Idiomas que hablan Descendencia Religion Nacimiento 
Name Relationship Age Sex Languages spoken Descent Religion Where bom 
1. iViven sus padres? ^Quien es responsable del cuidado de su salud?. 
Are your parents living? Who is responsible for their health care? 
3. iViven sus abuelos? iQuien es responsable del cuidado de su salud? 
Are your grandparents living? Who is responsible for their health care? 
4 • i Esta usted responsable del cuidado de salud de algunos otros? 
Is there anyone else whose health care you are responsible for? 
5. iHa habido alguna muerte en la familia? ^Causas?  






6. iHa tenido usted o algun miembro de su familia alguna enfermedad el ano pasado, mas o menos? 
Have you or family members had any illnesses or physical problems in the past year, more or less? 
Nombre Problema Cuando Que hizo usted Donde Como o 11 ego usted alia Como pago"usted Vuelven a ocurrir 
Home Problem When What did you do Where did you go How did you get there How did you pay Reoccuring  
7. iTiene usted todavfa alguno de estas problemas?. —  
Do you still have any of these problems? 
8. iCual es su problemas de salud mas séria?   
Which are your or members of the household’s most serious health problems? 
Nombre Problemas Cuando Tratamiento Donde Eficacia Pago Vuelven a ocurrir Commentaries 
Name Problem When Treatment Where Efficacy Payment Reoccuring Comments 
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9. Nos gustaria preguntarle sobre algunos problemas especificos de salud que usted o alguno miembro de su familia 
pueda haber experimentado. „ , , ,, , . , 
I would like to ask about some specific health problems you or members of your household may have experienced. 
Enfermedad 
Illness 
Qui en Frecuencia Tratamiento Donde 
Who Frequency Treatment Where 
Eficacia Como supo usted que la tenian 
Effective How did you know they had it 
Presion arterial alta 
W-{srh hl.nnl nrp.Rfture 
Presion arterial baja 
T.m.i hl.nnd nrpesrsure 
Problemas de carazon 
Emoolia 
Huesos rotos 
Cortadas o lastimaduras 
Cirugia 
vn( uff'ü    
Uiabetis 
Gripe o catarro 






Caida de la moll era 
Ill 
Enfermedad Quien Frecuencia Tratamiento Donde Eficacia Como sabia usted que la tenian 
Illness Who Frequency Treatment Where Efficacy HOD did you know they had it 








III. Comportantento de Enfermedad / Illness behavior 
10. Ha recibido usted o alguno meimbro de su familia tratamiento de: 
Do you/ have you or family members received treatment from: 
curaciôn Por que/no Quien Para que Cuando Donde Satisfecho Especialidad Pago Idioma 




































11. ^Cuando usted tiene una problema de salud, quien le pide usted consejo? 
When you have a health problem,who do you ask for advice? 
12. Cuando alguien en su familia esta enfermo, iQue es lo primero que usted hace?_ 
When someone is sick, what is the first thing you do? 
13. Cuando alguien esta enfermo, icomo decide usted cuando obtener alguno ayuda?_ 
When someone is sick, how do you decide when it is time to get some help? 
14. iComo decide usted a donde ir?  
How do you decide where to go? 
15. iQue hace usted si eso no hay una résulta?   
What if that doesn't work? 
16. iQuien le ha ayudado mas con los problemas de salud de su familia? _  
Who has helped you the most with your household's health problems? 
Expl i que/Explain __       
S' 
17. iHay alguno si sterna de curacion que usted nunca usa? (i.Que clase y poroue? 
Is there any kind of health care method you would never use? Why? 
18. iLe parece que hay obstaculos a recibir cuidado de la salud adecuad? iCuales son? iPor que? 
Do you feel there are any barriers in getting your health care? What and why? 
19. iComi pudiera ser mejor el cuidado de la salud aauf?       
How could health be better here? 
20. iSabe usted de algun lugar donde sea mejor el cuidado de la salud? Donde y porque  
Do you know of someplace where health care is better? Where and why 
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21. iCree usted que el cuidado de la salud es mas mejor en otras lugares de Costa Rica que aqui?  
Do you think other places in Costa Rica have better health care than here? 
22. Me voy a preguntar usted sabe sfntomas de enfermedades. Ha tenido usted o algun miembre de su familia: 
I am going to ask you about some health problem symptoms. Have you or household members had: 
Sintomas Frecuencia Que hizo usted/Que haria usted Tratamiento Donde Causa 
Symptom Frequency What did/ would you do Treatment Where Cause 
















mucho gripe o catar 















Sintomas Frecuencia Que hizo usted Tratamiento Donde Causa 
Symptom Frequency What did/would you do Treatment Where Cause 
falta de hambre o < 








dolor de cabeza 
headache 














IV. Estrategia Conseguir Salud / Health seeking behavior 
23. i,Que hace usted para mantaner salud?__   .—   
What do you do to stay healthy? 
24. iCuales de los cosas sigientes hace usted para mantener la salud?___ —  
Do you use/do any of the following to stay healthy? 
Hfet0(jS Que Porque Con que frequencia/cuanto 
Method  What Wh% How often/much  
come distintos o espcificas alimentos 
eat pertain foods |       .  — 
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tetods Que Porque Con que frequencia/cuanto 
Method   What Wh£ How of ten/much  
évita distintos o espicificas alimentos 
avoid certain foods 
bebe distintos o especificas liquidos 
drink certain liauids 
évita distintos o especificas situaciones 
avoid certain situations 
se ocupa en actividad fisica 
enaaae in vhusical activity 
ora o reza 
pray 
usa hierbas, tes, rai ces 
use. herbs, teas, roots 
usar drogas sin prescripcion 
use non-vrescrivtion drugs 
emplea o usa un curandero local 
see a local healer 
evitar corrientes de aire 
avoid drafts   
24. iFume usted? tQue fuma usted? 
Do you/ family smoke anything? What? 
25. iTome usted bebidas alcoholicas?  tQue? Con que frecuencia  
Do you/family drink alcoholic beverages? What? How often? 
26.iEs el alcohol una problema para alguien en su familia o vecindario? _  
Is alcohol ever a problem for anyone in your family or neighborhood? 
27. ^Cuando usted o alguien en su familia esta enfermo, hay distintos o especificas alimentos que ayuda 
su curacion? iQue clase?   ; ;    
When you or someone in the family is sick are there certain foods which will make you feel better? What 
kinds? 
28. iHay algunas medicinas? i.Que clases?      
Are there medicines that mane you feet oetterv What? 
29. iDonde las consigue? i,C1ase de pago?      
Cuanto 
” How much? 
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3U. iTiene examenes frequentes los miembros de su familia? Do members of your household have checkups? 
Tipo Donde Forma de Pago Por Que/no Qui en los tiene Con que frecuencia 













V.Creencias de salud y actitudes / Health beliefs and attitudes 
31. iQue piense es las causas de enfermedades de la gente?_  
What do you think causes people to get sick? 
32. £Que clase de persona se enferma con mas frecuencia?    
What kinds of people get sick more often than others? 
33. iSi una persona tiene una buena actitud, se cura mas pronto que tiene una mal actitud? Si No ^Porque?  
Will a sick person with a good attitude get well faster than a sick person with a helpless attitude? 
34. iCree usted que algunas de las razones sequientes haran una persona enferma?  
Do you believe that these could make a person sick: 
proximidad de personas enfermas sf no por que mal tiempo, cambios de temperatura sf no por que_ 
exposure to sick people bad weather, weather changes 
falta de conditiones sanitariar si no por que la voluntad de Dios sf no por que  
unsanitary conditions God's will 
vivir una vida mala sf no por que esta en un corriente de aire s{ no por que  
living a bad life getting a dr ft , 
fuertes emocion sf no por que corner alimento demasiado caliente o frio si no. 
strong emotion eating too much hot or cold food 
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.mal de ojo si rm por que  
hexes „ 
(herencia si no por que 
heredity 
.aire malsano si no__ por que  
evil air 
.germenes si no por que  
germs ^ 
apinamiento si no por que 
crowding s 
.otros si nq por que  
others 
35. iQue es una ouena salud? 
What is good health? 
36. iQue clase de personas son siempre saludables? 
What kinds of people are usually healthy? 
êPorque? / Why? 
37. Yo hare alguenos manifestaciones soore la salud. Dfgame si usted esta enteramente de acuerdo, esta de 
acuerdo, esta desacuerdo, esta enteramente en desacuerdo, no tiene opinion. 
I will make some statements which people might say about health. Tell me if you strongly agree, agree, 
disagree, strongly disagree or have no opinion. 
38. Los metodos antiquos tradicionales generalmente ayudan a las personas a curarse. .^Porque?  
The old ways/traditional methods usually help people get well. 
39. Los medicos generalmente ayudan a las personas a curarse. ...^Porque? —  
Doctors usually help people get well. 
40. Las creencias espirituales de una persona le ayudan mantener la salud. ;Poraue?  
A person's spiritual beliefs help them stay healthy. 
41. Las creencias espirituales de una persona le ayudan en sanarse (curarse) ^Porque?  
A person's spiritual beliefs help them get well. 
42. Los ricos son meis saludables que los pobres . ^Porque?  
Rich people are healthier than poor people. 
muchas problemas o preocupacitfnes si no por que. 
too many problems or worries 
mala sangre si" no por que  
bad blood. „ 
dieta pobre si no___por que  
poor diet ^ 
fantasmar o espiritas si no por que  
ghosts/spirits ^ 
ira o enojo si no . por que  
anger ^ 
miedo si no___por que 
fright 
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43. Uno puede generalmente tener el cuidado de la salud que quiere ^Porque?, 
I can usually get the kind, of health care I want. 
44. El medico sabe que es bueno para mi mas de yo. ^Porque?  
The doctor knows better than I do what is good for me. 
VI. Demograficas / Demographics 
45. ^Cuanto tiempo ha vivido en esta area de Costa Rica?  
How long has your family lived in this area of Costa Rica? 
46. iDonde antes?  
Where before here? 
47. iLa casa tiene agua corriente?    
Does the house have running water? 
48. ^La casa tiene electricidad?. —— 
Does the house have electricity? 
49. iQue clase de letrina tiene la casa?    
What type of latrine does the house have? 
50. iQuien viven aqui y tiene trabajar? 
Who all living here have fobs? 
Persona/edad Trabajo Ingresos(seminoles o mensualer) Cubierto per Seguro Social 
Person/aae Job Incomefweek or month) Covered by Social Security 
53. iSi usted tiene Seguro Social . ha usado usted esos beneficios en la cli'nica o otro centro de saludidad? Donde 
If you have Social Security, have you used these benefits at the health clinic or other health facility? 
54. iSi no, por que? 
If not, why?.  
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55. iPaga usted por los servicios en esta cl mica?  
Do you pay for health cave at the olinio? 
A , 
56. iSi no, estaria usted depuesto a paga por estos servicios en la cl mica o hospital?  
If no, would you he willing to pay for health care at the clinic or hospital? 
57. iEn su familia, qui en decide la suma que expender a cuidado de la salud?  
Who decides how the husehold income is spent on health care? 
58. ^Cuanto teimpo han completado usted o su familia en la escuela?  
How much school have you and members of your household completed? 
Nombre Anos de escuela Donde Nombre Anos de escuela Donde 
Name Years of school Where  Name Years of school Where 
59. ilntercambia usted mercancias o servi cirs con amigos o miembros de la familia? 
Do you exchange goods and services with friends/family? 
iQue classe? 
60. ^Cual es su problemas para obtener ciudad de salud?  
What are your problems in getting health care? 
61. iLe gusta a usted el lugar donde esta la cl mica? £Por 9ue/no\ 
Do you like the clinic where it is? Why/why not? " 
62. iDonde le gustarfa a usted que estuviera la clfnica?  
Where would, you like the clinic to be? 
o3. iCual es su proolema mas grande para obtener servicio de salud?^ 





falta de informaciôn 




costo mucho tiempo de espera por el doctor o curandero 
nna-h too long a wait at the healer/doctor  
mucho tiempo para obtener un turno mucha distancia del centro de saludidad 
too long a wait to get an appointment health care too far away.  
otro 
other  
64. iSi usted ha usado la clinica, la volveria a usar? Por que/no  
If you have used the clinic, would you use it agatnY Why/why not Y 
65. iQue cambios podrian hacerse que hicieran mas facil para resolver usted sus problemas de salud? 
What changes could be made that would make it easier for you to get your health problems taken care of? 
FOOTNOTES 
1. For more information on population projections in Costa 
Rica see Biesanz (1982:99). 
2. This seemingly did not work out because the Hot-Cold 
dichotomy was a part of the Spanish rather than the 
Anglo culture. The Anglo culture had more influence 
over blacks in this area. The Hot-Cold Etiological 
System is described in Harwood (1971). Since both 
Western and traditional methods of health care are 
used in Puente and West Brittany, I decided to use 
those methods of health care instead of attempting 
to see whether their illness categories could be 
described using Murdock's (1980) classification 
system. 
3. See Olien (1977:138). 
4. Geist (1968:148-149). 
5. For a discussion of Hot-Cold classification in Latin 
America and the Caribbean see the following authors: 
Mak (1959:125-250); Rubel (1964:268-283); 
Currier (1966:251-263); Harwood (1971:1153-1158); 
Logan (1973:385-395); and Mitchell (1982). 
6. See Lawton (1982) Multilevel Assessment Instrument; 
Fillenbaum and Smyer (1981) Older American Resources 
and Services Questionnaire; and Hill (1982) Ethnic 
Health Study Interview Questionnaire. These question¬ 
naires were developed for use in urban settings and 
had to be modified for use in a rural setting. 
7. See Fillenbaum and Smyer (1981:428-434). 
8. See Lawton (1982:91-99). 
9. Paula Palmer has done considerable work in the Tala- 
manca area of Costa Rica teaching black and Indian 
children how to preserve their rich cultures by 
transcribing oral histories. They publish a monthly 
magaine called Nuestra Talamanca: Ayer Y Hoy. She 
has also written about the blacks in Talamanca 
(Palmer, 1977 and Palmer, 1983). 
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10. officials in the Ministerio de Salud and other 
government health agencies know very little about 
the Limon Region and are reluctant to spend time 
there. In fact, some participants in a seminar, 
held three days before we went in the field at the 
Universidad de Costa Rica, said we were courageous 
to live with blacks. Ironically some of those 
expressing concern about our projected experience 
were anthropologists who should not have such 
trepidations about fieldwork. 
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